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Res Life and Step 1 take steps
to raise alcohol awareness
By Richard Kurker ’09
News Staff

During the past week, you
may have noticed a blue car—
or at least what used to be a blue
car—parked outside on the lawn
in front of
ALCOHOL Slavin. The
AWARENESS windshield
has been
smashed in and the rest of the
car is beyond repair. So why has
this piece ofjunk been carefully
placed in the middle of the Col
lege campus? This car symbol
izes the effects of drinking and
driving, and is one of the many
demonstrations sponsored by
Step 1 and the Office of Resi
dence Life for Alcohol Aware
ness Week, which took place
Oct. 16 to Oct. 22.
Step 1 is a group led by
Alyssa Aftosmes ’06, Caitlin
Murphy ’06, and Andrea
Therrien ’07, and is involved in
advocating the importance of
responsibility when drinking.
Before Alcohol Awareness
Week officially began, group
members had already begun
their “Size Matters” campaign
by posting signs throughout
campus which showed how
much alcohol is contained in
various types of drinks. The
residence assistants have also
helped in this campaign by put
ting up signs and spreading
word to their fellow students
about the program.
“The residence assistants did
a good job letting students know
what was going on during the
week,” commented Dr. Steven
Sears, dean of residence life,
who also mentioned that stu
dents should feel comfortable

talking to their R.A.s and voic
ing their opinions to the Office
of Residence Life to work to
ward the “best quality of life on
campus.”
In addition, Step 1 sponsored
a Hurricane Relief Concert at
which they passed out pins and
flyers with information about
alcohol awareness.
One of the main coordinators
of the Alcohol Awareness events
is Ahna Patel ’06, who is a Step
1 group member and intern un
der Health Educator and
Wellness Coordinator Catherine
Gates. Patel said she believes
that alcohol education is more
than just a week-long cause.
Patel’s best friend was killed
last February in a snowmobile
accident in which the driver was
under the influence of alcohol.
This event especially disturbed
Patel to this very day because
her friend had done nothing
wrong. Understandably, Patel
is driven to educate her fellow
students about the dangerous
effects of alcohol.
“We want students to make
informed decisions about alco
hol and understand that there are
alternative activities on cam
pus,” said Patel.
An alcohol-related tragedy
also occurred earlier this year at
Johnson & Wales, when an in
toxicated student walked onto a
skylight on top of an arcade and
plummeted to his death.
“This was so tragic because
alcohol dictated something he
normally would not have done
sober,” said Gates.
Patel said alcohol awareness
is an especially important issue
at Providence College because
ALCOHOL/Page 6
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The Student Health Center, on the ground floor of Bedford Hall, should be receiving a flu
vaccine shipment within the next few days. If the shipment is complete, flu shots will soon be
available to students and faculty.

Will PC have flu shots for all?
Chiron Corporation, which was
banned from marketing in the
News Staff
U.S. last year, will provide an
estimated total of 90 million
ith winter and flu vaccines, including the injection
season around the and the nasal spray.
comer, the coun
It takes approximately two
trywide demand weeks after vaccination for a
for flu vaccinations is
high.’s immune system to pro
person
In response to this high de duce the antibodies necessary to
mand, Providence College protect against the influenza vi
hopes to be able to offer the flu rus.
shot to the entire campus.
The Center for Disease Con
To avoid a shortage of the trol and Prevention (CDC), a
vaccination—Which has hap division of the Department of
pened for three of the past five Health and Human Services of
flu seasons—the United States the United States government,
has employed four companies to says that October and Novem
manufacture the influenza vac ber are the best times to get vac
cine.
cinated.
Sanofi Pasteur, Inc.,
Flu season generally runs
GlaxoSmithKline, Inc. (GSK), from October through May,
Medlmmune Vaccines, Inc., and peaking around January.
By Megan Comerford ’06

W

As of Monday, Oct. 24, all
people became eligible for the
flu shot. Prior to that date, only
high-risk patients could receive
the vaccine.
Though PC had not received
the shipment as of Tuesday, Oct.
25, “we did order it,” said
Health Center Secretary Linda
Pontarelli.
Assuming Providence Col
lege receives the entire amount
ordered, the vaccination will be
available to everyone, not just
at-risk students and faculty.
When the shipment arrives,
the Health Center will notify all
students via e-mail, detailing the
days and times that the shot will
be administered.
Lindsay Scarcella ’07 said
she would “probably” get the flu
FLU/Page 5

RIPTA confusion leaves students abandoned at stop
Schneider Arena for the first
hockey game of the season kept
Bus 55 from coming down the
street from either direction. The
Last Friday night, dozens of bus was forced to continue its
Providence College students route straight down Admiral
stood waiting at the Rhode Is Street and skip the Providence
land Public Transportation Au College campus stop altogether.
John Hirschfeld ’09 was
thority (RIPTA)
CAMPUS bus stop on Huxley looking forward to seeing mu
NEWS Avenue for a bus sician Bruce Springsteen in con
cert at the Dunkin’ Donuts Cen
that never came.
When it didn’t arrive at the ter last Friday night but ended
scheduled time of 7:22 p.m., up missing more than half the
many students believed the bus concert due to the RIPTA mis
was simply late. But when it hap.
“We realized something was
didn’t show up at 7:52 p.m.,
8:22 p.m., or 8:52 p.m., they wrong after waiting for an hour,”
knew it wasn’t just running Hirschfeld said. “I felt very in
late—it wasn’t going to be convenienced. We ended up get
ting to the concert at about 9:30
showing up at all.
Unbeknownst to them at the (p.m.), when Bruce had gone on
time, cars parked on both sides at about 8.”
Abbey Coviello, a friend of
of the street across from

By Meghan K. Welsh ’06
Asst. News Editor

Hirschfeld’s from Salve Regina
University, who attended the
concert with him, was disap
pointed that the RIPTA had ru
ined a large portion of the
evening, especially after they
had spent the money to buy tick
ets to the concert.
“Had we made the bus we
had originally meant to take, we
would have made it to the Bruce
Springsteen concert on time,”
she said.
A large percentage of the stu
dents waiting to get on the
RIPTA bus were trying to get
downtown to attend the same
concert. Some split cabs with
other students or called friends
with cars on campus for lastminute rides to attempt to get to
the concert before missing most
of the show.
Many of the students were

also planning to take the RIPTA
bus down to the Amtrak station
in downtown Providence to
travel to see friends at other
schools or go home for the
weekend but had missed their
trains.
Renee Fitzgerald ’08 and
Geri Tobbe ’08 knew about the
change in Bus 55’s route before
most other students did. They
found out from a driver who had
been informed of the change in
advance.
“We had been on another
No. 55 heading back from
Shaw’s earlier that evening, and
the driver of that bus said he
wasn’t allowed to turn down
Huxley to make his normal stop
at PC because of the traffic from
the hockey game,” Fitzgerald
said.
Later, Fitzgerald and Tobbe

wanted to take the 8:52 p.m.
scheduled RIPTA bus down
town to go out to dinner. Seeing
a laige crowd of students still
waiting at the bus stop,
Fitzgerald and Tobbe shared
their knowledge with the group
that the bus would not be com
ing.
The two girls suggested that
the group walk down to the bus
stop on Admiral Avenue near
CVS drugstore with them. A
number of students agreed but
many left disgruntled, some be
cause they had waited so long
for nothing and some because
they didn’t feel walking off cam
pus at that time of night was a
safe option.
Fitzgerald, Tobbe, Hirschfeld,
and Coviello decided walking
down to the Admiral Street stop
RIPTA/Page 6
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Daylight

voice in administration
continued from page 5

“The College is a business and the
business wouldn’t be successful without
the students,” she said.
“The main issue I’d really want to
bring to the attention of the faculty is the
real hardships a student has to go
[through] to achieve,” said Matt Meyer
’07, who said he believes faculty some
times look down on students. He said
there needs to be “more effective com
munication, more personal communica
tion, between faculty and students.”
Important to note, too, is that the SAC
is merely advisory, and does not actu
ally have any weight legislatively.
“It’s not a decision-making group,”
said Lena, though he emphasized that the
ideas discussed at the SAC meetings will
most likely find their way into meetings
in Academic Adm inistration and Student
Congress.
While the SAC has “never existed
before,” as far as Lena knows, similar

efforts for student-administration com
munications have been present. Lena
noted how Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P.,
former president of Providence College,
tried to open lines of communication with
students through events like ice cream
socials, which he held in the President’s
House.
“He was interested in having better
communication with students,” Lena
said.
Additionally, the Faculty Senate has
its version of a student-input group in the
Student Liaison Committee, Lena said.
He said that the SAC will deal with is
sues concerning faculty as part ofthe um
brella of academic affairs that the Coun
cil will discuss.
Though Lena has high hppes for the
success of the council, some students do
no think it will actually change anything.
“I don’t think it’s going to be effec
tive because professors are set in their
ways and have no motive to take our
views into account,” said Meyer. “But
it’s a step in the right direction.”
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Campus Calendar for Oct. 28 to Nov. 3
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com

1Tuesday

Sunday
30

Friday
28
3 p.m. Trick or Trot
on Slavin Lawn.
8 p.m. The Rock
live and Halloween
party in McPhail’s.

5:30 p.m. Trick or
Treat for canned
goods starting at
Huxley Gate.

8 p.m. B.O.P.’s
Coffeehouse
presents Rejects on
the Rise in
McPhail’s.

3Thursday
4 p.m. Careers in the
Federal Government in
Slavin Room 112.

9 p.m. Monday
Night Football in
McPhail’s.

6 p.m.
Grilling with U.S.
Senate Matt Brown in
the Soft Lounge.

JRW tickets go on
sale.

Mr. PC tickets go on
sale in BOP Office.

Saturday
29

Monday
31

Wednesday
33

Project REWARDS
Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:

> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
•

Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!

•

Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with

daily CO readings!
•

Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!

For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or
e-mail us at
REWARDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the
National Institute on DrugAbuse

Nominate online at: www.providence .edu/cte
The deadline for nominations is November 21. 2005.
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Shanley answers Congress’ concerns at meeting
By Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

College President Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P. attended the Oct. 25 Stu
dent Congress meeting to hear what con
cerns students have about the College.
At the meeting, held in
STUDENT Slavin Center, Room
CONGRESS 112, Father Shanley
fielded students’ ques
tions to inform them about his plans for
the College.
Father Shanley addressed questions
on how the College will fund the new
fitness center being planned. Central to
his plans for raising the money is selling
the Valueland property on Smith Street,
which which the College owns but has
never utilized. According to Father
Shanley, Providence is eager to see that
piece of land back in commercial hands.
Regarding the question of whether or
not students will incur part of the ex
pense, Father Shanley expressed his be
lief that students who do not use the gym
should not have to pay for it. A user fee
is being considered for a temporary ba
sis. Those students and faculty members
who use the facilities would be the ones
to help pay for them.
Fundraising for the entire college was
also a topic raised. Father Shanley stated
that a new strategy for fundraising is be
ing formed. He informed Congress that
a high percentage of alumni donate to
PC but most donations are not large sums
of money. There is a new resolve, ac
cording to Father Shanley, in targeting
those alumni who can give large dona
tions. “People have to be asked. That is
the basic axiom in fundraising,’’ said

DEN1ELLE BALSAR1 ’07/The Cowl

Athena Fokaidis ’09 raises a point at Tuesday’s Congress meeting, which
Father Shanley atteiyled. The issues addressed included fundraising, the
proposed fitness center, sexual assault, improving PC’s academic reputation,
and diversifying the student population.

Father Shanley, stressing that the college
must be proactive in fundraising.
Questions on diversity were also
among the topics students raised. Father
Shanley called Congress’ attention to the
fact that the number of minority appli
cants admitted has risen, but many of
those applicants choose not to attend PC
because of financial reasons and the aca
demic reputation of the College. He
stated that more aid can be given to raise
diversity but that would have to be when
the endowment increases.
Several times throughout the meeting,
Father shanley raised the issue of improv
ing PC’s academic reputation. “I do not
think the culture on campus is as com

mitted to academic excellence as it
should be,’’ he said, calling for courses
to be more challenging.
Alcohol abuse was a major issue dis
cussed at the meeting, as Congress had
devoted one of its prior meetings to the
topic.
“Binge drinking leads to all sorts of
noxious social consequences,” said Fa
ther Shanley, who said he wants the new
fitness center to be open late to provide
an option other than drinking at night.
Father Shanley said he hopes to form a
faculty and student committee on reduc
ing the alcohol abuse on campus.
Raising academic standards at the
College was brought up as a way to de

ter alcohol abuse. “If there is a culture
where you can go out Wednesday and
Thursday night and still get a B/B+, there
is something wrong,” said Father
Shanley.
During the meeting, Father Shanley
also discussed the issue of sexual assault.
He said that PC has “very good” poli
cies regarding sexual abuse. One of the
problems, he said, was that many sexual
assaults go unreported. “[Sexual assault]
is a dirty little secret, but it shouldn’t be
secret,” said Father Shanley, who said he
believes that the reduction of alcohol
abuse will lower the number of sexual
assaults on campus.
After the Student Congress meeting
ajourned, the executive board of Con
gress and the class presidents were in
vited to a dinner with Father Shanley and
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., executive
vice president/treasurer, who prepared
the dinner himself.
“[The meeting] was a good opportu
nity for the students to see what a great
man [Father Shanley] is,” said Matthew
Weber ’06, Student Congress president.
Many other attendants were im
pressed by what he had to say. “1 thought
he was honest and responsive to the stu
dents. He seems like he is really willing
to work with the students to make im
provements,” said Nicole Wright ’07.
“He is a very approachable guy and I
think his views are very in line with what
is right for the College,” Anthony
Politelli ’07. “1 think we do need to be
challenged more to raise the academic
reputation,” said Lauren Michel ’07.
The next Congress meeting will be on
Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 5:30 p.m. in the Suites
Lounge. All are welcome to attend Stu
dent Congress meetings. The issue of
guest passes for visitors will be addressed
with guest speaker Dr. Steven Sears, dean
of residence life.

New club raises a ‘toast’ to speaking skills
By Rickey Labonte ’08
Commentary Staff

Imagine a distinguished speaker
standing before a small audience, each
member of it listening intently. The
speaker tells his or her story with enough
strength and passion to
STUDENT move you and change your
CLUBS thoughts.
Immediately after the ap
plause, members of the audience stand
and critique the speech into perfection.
This is what you might see happen at a
meeting of the Toastmasters, which is
starting a new chapter at Providence Col
lege.
Toastmasters is an international club
that will help uild communication, lead
ership and “quick-thinking” skills. Mem
bers of the club meet on a weekly to bi
weekly schedule to listen to each other
speak, learn to critically criticize and
offer suggestions, and in turn become
more forceful and effective leaders.
The more meetings a student attends
and speaks at, the higher rank of “Tout
master” he or she can achieve, from
“Competent Toastmaster” to the coveted
“Distinguished Toastmaster”. The pro
gram is part of numerous corporations
and schools across the country. Such in
stitutions include IBM, the U.S. Navy,
NASA, Wake Forest University, KSU,
Bryant, and now Providence College.
The first PC Toastmaster’s club meet
ing was held in the Slavin Center Room
112 on Oct. 17. The meeting was run by
the group’s executive board, led by co
presidents Rachel Williams ’06 and
Rebecca Curran ’06; Ahmed Haji ’08,

vice president of finance; Vincent Cocito
’08, vice president of public relations;
Emily Bocuzzi ’07, vice president of
membership; Kyle Casey ’07, vice presi
dent of education, and Chris Hessenius
’09, secretary. Casey mediated for the
meeting, answering questions concern
ing the club, while detailing their goals.
“One of the biggest problems new PC
graduates face when leaving college is
that they’re not great at public speaking,”
said Cocito’08. Their ctab, he said, is
here to help.
To join up, the club will ask for $72
from each new member as an initiation
fee. The money goes directly to Toast
masters International, which supplies
groups with a ‘membership kit’ that in
cludes basic information for forming
speeches and criticizing others.
' The fee also allows Toastmasters In
ternational to award hard work in the club
with certificates of accomplishment as
well as recognition by other corporations
and organizations. The club stressed that
it may seem like a lot of money, but the
skills and experience achieved are
“priceless.”
Sandra Potter, adjunct instructor of
marketing and the club’s moderator, be
gan a Toastmaster’s club when she
worked as faculty at Bryant College.
Potter spoke of how important it can be
to have a “Competent Toastmaster” mark
on one’s resume when going into the
work world. “Poor speaking skills will
hold you back from the work world,”
says Potter, “Toastmasters can certainly
help.”
Every meeting is unique due to the
nature ofthe club, as new speeches would
be read every week. However, a certain
schedule is upheld. For example, Potter
spoke of a usual Toastmaster’s meeting
at Bryant. They would normally begin
with quick'“icebreaker speeches” to get

started. A host of speeches from active
members would then be read and criti
cized. “Table topics” discussions would
be brought up, and each member would
have the opportunity to debate on nearly
any topic.

Poor speaking skills will hold
you back from the work
world . . . Toastmasters can
certainly help.
Sandra Potter,
adjunct instructor of marketing

At the first Toastmaster’s meeting at
PC, a mock table topics discussion was
held concerning parietals, for example.
Other activities include counting “urns”
and “uhs” to help reduce their amount
while speaking, and jokes told by a “joke
master” member of the club.
The club needs 20 or more active
members to become recognized as an of
ficial and national club by Toastmaster’s
International. The organizers are confi
dent they will reach this number within
the year, and will be an apparent force
around campus. “This club truly is for
anyone,” said Cocito, “anyone can join,
and anyone can benefit from it.”
Toastmasters’ next meeting is Oct. 30
at 6:00 p.m. in Slavin Room 112. The
meeting will be Halloween-themed, with
free candy and scary stories.

Phi Sigma Tau, the

International

Philosophical Honor Society, will sponsor a

lecture given by Dr. Paul Bruno, Adjunct Assistant
Professor of the Philosophy Department at
Providence College, entitled

“An Essay on Nietzsche’s Ethics: The Christian
Virtues Without Christianity ”
WHEN: Thursday, November 1 0, 2005
at 4:30 p.m.
WHERE: Slavin Soft Lounge, Room G01
Refreshments will be served.
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Online voter registration receives cold reception at PC
By Betii Finan ’07
News Staff

In hopes of increasing voter partici
pation throughout the state, Rhode Island
Secretary of State Matt Brown recently
started a program that will make voter
registration easier for
CAMPUS I students and other
REACTIONS! Rhode Island voters.
The first of its kind in
the country, the new system will do away
with paper registration forms and replace
them with an electronic touch-screen that
will send the information directly to state
and local election officials. The Provi
dence Journal reported that about 1,400
people have used the new system to reg
ister since Aug. 1, whereas the paper sys
tem averaged only about 300 new voters
a month.
However, many students do not feel
that the increase in registration through
out the state will carry over to the Provi
dence College campus. Most students
who are already registered voters in their
home states expressed an unwillingness
to change.
“I would rather vote by absentee bal
lot in my home state,” said Alyssa Metthe
’08.
“It’s important to be registered in your
home state because those are the issues
that have impacted you and will impact
you,” said Beverly Bulkley ’09. “You
live at home, not here.”
Senior class president Brad Freeman
’06, however, emphasized the impor
tance of the Providence College students

KRISTEN WYNOTT ’07/The Cowl

Melissa Mercurio ’07 surfs the Intenet, which Rhode Island voters can now
use to register. Some students, however, are unenthusiastic about this
development.
voting as Rhode Island residents. “It is vote because PC students have the
important for PC students to get involved power and numbers to change the way
with local politics and vote because this students are treated in our neighbor
is their home for four years,” he said. hood.” He said that if more students
“They spend eight months of the year in turned out to vote in large numbers, City
Providence, so policy decisions and elec Council would be forced to take the con
tions will have an impact on their lives.” cerns of the students seriously, such as
Although Freeman said he realizes the safety of the neighborhoods sur
that certain issues in students’ home rounding campus and the condition of
states may be important to them, he said, Huxley Avenue.
“They need to understand that they live
“Local candidates, such as city coun
in Rhode Island now.”
cil members or state legislators, do not
Freeman also said many students do invest time in PC because they do not
not realize that they can be registered in care about our opinions. They view us
two states, as long as they only vote in as a nuisance that only lives in their dis
trict for four years,” he said.
one on Election Day.
Despite Freeman’s desire to have in
He stressed the importance of the PC

creased student participation in the elec
toral process, he is also realistic about
the impact that the new registration sys
tem will have in persuading PC students
to register. Because the changes are evi
dent only at the Registry of Motor Ve
hicles, students will probably not be more
likely to register. Although he thinks the
changes will affect the general public, he
said, “Unfortunately, this new policy will
not have the desired effect at Providence
College...[because] PC students rarely
register their cars in Rhode Island or
obtain Rhode Island drivers licenses.”
Stephanie Oliari ’09 agreed. She said
that the new method of registering
seemed “convenient for other people,”
but not necessarily for herself.
In addition, many students expressed
the opinion that an easy method of reg
istering does not directly translate to
higher voter turnout.
“I think it will make the voter regis
tration process easier and may make
people more likely to vote,” said Greg
Kerr ’07. “Butjust because they’re reg
istered doesn’t mean that they will.”
Metthe agreed. “I don’t think [the new
system] makes a difference because
people who are going to vote are going
to do it no matter what,” she said.
“1 think it will aid the procedure and
the process and help the Department [of
Elections] register voters, but not neces
sarily encourage people to register,” said
Kate Connolly ’08. “To actually register
people to vote, it is better to personally
approach people such as high school and
college students to register them.”

Student Advisory Council conies to fruition
The council will be composed of 10
students and four members of the admin
istration, including Lena; Dr. Brian J.
Bartolini, associate vice president for
With the administration’s implemen academic administration; Charles J.
tation of the SAC, student opinion will Haberle, assistant vice president for aca
demic administration; and Rev. Mark D.
not be sacked anytime soon.
For the first time at PC, a Student Nowel, O.P., dean of undergraduate stud
Advisory
Council ies, Lena said. Currently, they are still
(SAC) has been formed in the recruitment process as far as stu
STUDENT
to give the administra dent participants are concerned.
INPUT
About a month ago, the Office of Aca
tion student input on isdemic Administration asked for nomina
sues they think are important.
“I don’t remember anything like this tions from department chairs, program
before,” said Dr. Hugh Lena, vice presi advisors, and all faculty members for stu
dent for academic administration. “The dents that they thought would be benefi
idea behind it is for us to listen to what cial to the SAC.
students have to say about matters aca
“They’re from all across the campus
demic.”
. . . we’re not trying to pack this at all,”
According to a statement from the said Lena, speaking of the diverse group
Office of Academic Administration, it is of students invited to join the council.
important for the Office to get student “We tried to get a mix of people based
input on “issues of mutual concern on a on major, gender, and grade point aver
variety of topics including instruction, age.”
experiential learning opportunities, cur
About 30 students were nominated,
riculum, academic advising, registration and the list was narrowed down to 10
and support, multicultural issues, and fi invitees, including one member of Stu
nancial aid.”
dent Congress, said Lena. Some of them
“We came up with this as a team,” have yet to respond to the invitation. But
others are enthusiastic about getting
said Lena.
By Jen Jarvis ’07
News Editor

DO YOU WANT TO GET AN “A” ON
YOUR NEXT PAPER?
HOWTO WRITE “A” GREAT PAPER
PRESENTA TION
Learn the appropriate steps for writing an “A”
paper as well as some research techniques from
a library staff member

When: Wednesday, November 2nd
Where: Library 333 (EClassroom)
Time: 6:00 pm
Note: Space is limitedfor this presentation
Sponsored by the Office of Academic Services

TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Dr. Lena is one of the four
administrators who will listen to the
Student Advisory Council’s concerns
during its meetings, which will be
held at ledlt three times a year.

started.
“I e-mailed them back saying yes, I
would do it,” said Sarah DuPont 07.
One ofthe main issues she said she hopes
to bring up in the council is the core cur
riculum requirements. A marketing ma
jor and studio art minor, DuPont said she
has no room for electives because of “the
fact that we have to do... two extra the
ologies, two extra philosophies,” in ad

dition to four semesters of Civ.
The group will meet three times a year
in an informal setting, said Lena. The
main goal of the administrators in these
meetings is not to talk, but to hear what
the students have to say.
“I think our job is to listen,” said Lena,
though he said he realized that the stu
dents might initially have questions as
to the way things are run in the adminis
tration. “We end up having to fill in a
lot of gaps of information, which is nor
mal,” he said.
Though wary that he would “put too
many words in [the students’] mouths,”
Lena said he anticipated the SAC’s talks
would focus on diversity and courses.
“Curriculum review is an issue out
there,” said Lena. “It is your curricu
lum, after all.”
Students also have plans for issues
they would like to address.
“The main issue would ... be a rep
resentation of the minorities on this cam
pus,” said Gabrielle Bellitti ’08, who has
an MLK scholarship. “We worked to be
here.” Bellitti said that minorities need
to be better “incorporated into this
school.”
SAC/Page 2
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THE Friar Focus:
Chronicles of fixe lives of Friars at 1*0

Rev. Mark D. Nowel, O.P.
By Meghan E. Welch ’06
News Staff

When Rev. Mark Nowel, O.P.,
dean of Undergraduate Studies, ar
rived on the Providence College cam
pus in August of 1986, he was in for
quite a surprise.
“When I asked Father McPhail
where I was going to live, (Rev. J.
Stuart McPhail, O.P., vice president
of student services) said, ‘I think you
volunteered to be a hall director,
didn’t you?’ I remember being
puzzled . . . but I said OK and was
told that I was living in Raymond
Hall, where I was a hall director and
taught some natural science and bi
ology courses.”
This beginning stint as a hall di
rector in Raymond Hall led to Father
Nowel’s working in the Department
of Residence Life in different capaci
ties. He was also a hall director in
Meagher Hall and was director of
Residence Life for two years—“for
my sins,” he said, rolling his eyes.
Now, although he is no longer work
ing with Residence Life, he still lives
with the students. He lived in
McDermott Hall for eight years and
is currently living in Mai Brown Hall.
“I love living with the students,
so if they need to talk to me about

something, go to confession, or bounce
some ideas off of me, I’m there,” he said.
“When I lived in McDermott, my door
was always open and the students would
always drop in. Living in the apartments
is different now because there isn’t much
corridor life, but 1 still love it.”
Before coming to PC, Father Nowel
received both his bachelor’s and master’s
degrees at Georgetown University, where
he studied biology and minored in the
ology. After a year of teaching high
school in Washington, D.C., he received
a Fulbright scholarship to learn cloning
techniques. Originally, Father Nowel was
supposed to study embryonic cloning at
Oxford University with a scientist named
John Gurdon, but Gurdon’s laboratory
was overcrowded, and Gurdon suggested
that he go to the University of Leicester
in Germany, where nerve development
was being studied.
It was while Father Nowel was work
ing on his doctorate at the University of
Leicester that he came into contact with
the Dominicans. “For me it’s hard to see
how God is working within our lives to
day,” he said. “But I can much more eas
ily see how he worked in my life in ret
rospect. I was disappointed not to go to
Oxford to study with John Gurdon, but
because I went to Leicester, I was able
to stay there for five years, where I met
the Dominican Friars. Then I was able
to come to know them and come to be
intrigued by them, and come to love
them. Then I was able to come to realize
the possibility that God was calling me
to this life, too. It was so providential
that John Gurdon said, ‘You can’t come
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Father Nowel poses with Gulia
Muca’07, a student in his Biology
215: Histology and Cytology class.

here,’ because I found my life.”
While studying in Germany, Father
Nowel had the opportunity to travel to
the town of Oberammergau, which is
known for its wood carving, and on that
trip, he became interested in the craft of
wood carving.
“I’ve always loved wood,” he said.
“I think that there’s a warmth of the ma
terial and an earthiness to it, and I like
beautiful things. I couldn’t afford to buy
any of the wood carvings in
Oberammergau, so I took a class when I
got back home to England. Also, part of
my research at the time I learned wood
carving was transplanting the eyes of in

sects with scalpels made of
razorblades that were broken into
about 40 pieces. After you do that for
hours in a day, it’s nice to take a mal
let and a chisel and whack away at a
block of wood.”
Father Nowel also enjoys histori
cal novels. “I love peering into other
cultures and eras,” he said. One of
his favorite books and favorite mov
ies is The Chosen, and he also a fan
of the recent release Everything is Il
luminated, which deals with the Ho
locaust. “I’m fascinated with the cra
ziness that swept Europe in the 1930s
and 40s with World War II and the
Holocaust, and movies that grapple
with that tug at me,” Father Nowel
said.
Father Nowel also admits to be
ing a Seinfeld addict, and claims that
he can probably quote 95 percent of
the dialogue in any given episode. His
current must-see T.V. includes Grey Jr
Anatomy and Boston Legal.
Father Nowel is also a fan of
travel. Some of his favorite destina
tions include Hawaii—aided by his
love of swimming and snorkeling—
China, and Israel. “I loved visiting
Israel,” he said. “Not only because I
got the chance to snorkel in the Red
Sea but also just to think that this is
the spot where Jesus’ feet were, and
this is the horizon that he looked at
on the Mount of the Beatitudes, and
this is Bethlehem, where Mary and
Joseph stopped and Mary gave birth.
I didn’t realize how moving that
would be.”

Flu: Health Center awaits flu shot shipment
continued from front page
shot if the school offered it, but would
otherwise not get vaccinated.
“I was unaware that PC was receiv
ing [and administering] flu shots,” said
Rick Stevens ’06, who was already vac
cinated by his primary care physician.
“Of course for those who haven’t had
it yet, it’s definitely a good thing to of
fer,” Stevens said. “[The flu shot] pre
vents an outbreak, especially in a cam
pus environment, with the dense hous
ing where it could be a problem.”
Since the influenza virus changes
yearly, an annual update is necessary to
create a vaccine that will target the strain,
or strains, most likely to circulate in the
upcoming season.
According to the CDC, “there is a
very tight timeline” for choosing a strain,
generating the vaccine, and then manu
facturing and distributing it on a large
scale.
Problems in selection, production, or

After PC receives its flu shot shipment, students should be able to receive the
vaccine at the Student Health Center, pictured above.
manufacturing can result in delivery de
lays or shortages. This makes it impos
sible to determine the availability of the
vaccine until it is actually distributed.
Local vaccinators and health officials
also need time to organize flu clinics and
to make sure that all the high-risk patients

Does searching for
publ i cat i o ns/art i c I es
make you ILL

PC's Inter Library Loan
Department will make
you feel

in their area receive the vaccination.
High-risk patients include those most
likely to suffer from complications
caused by the flu, their care providers,
and people who are in regular close con
tact with infants six months and younger.
Delays in production or delivery can

complicate vaccine-distribution planning
efforts. Many health officials were con
cerned last week when they had yet to
receive vaccinations for high-risk pa
tients, with Oct. 24 quickly approaching.
According to the CDC, demand for
the flu shot decreases significantly after
November, though one received in De
cember can still be effective.
This pattern occurs even when there
is a shortage, therefore making the time
liness of the vaccination all the more
important.
While the CDC maintains that the
vaccine is the single most effective pre
ventative measure against the flu, people
can protect themselves by avoiding close
contact with sick persons, frequently
washing their hands, and refrain ing from
touching their eyes, noses, and mouths.
People who do become ill this flu sea
son should try their best not to infect oth
ers by covering their mouths or noses
when coughing or sneezing, washing
their hands, and staying at home when
possible.

Winter Break
Career Shadowing Program
The Alumni-Student Career Network's annual
winter break shadowing program is coming soon.
Don't miss your chance to spend valuable time
with an alum in a career field of interest to you!
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Alcohol: Week’s events address issue
continued from front page

according to a survey she helped to con
duct last February, 86.9% of Providence
College students reported having con
sumed alcohol within the past 30 days,
which she found to be a bit alarming
when compared to the 65% of college
students nationwide who had consumed
alcohol during that same time period.
One event that Patel said was influ
ential in terms of alcohol awareness was
the beer goggle and virtual bar demon
strations which took place in Raymond
Hall. Here, students were able to see
the effect alcohol has on judgment and
decision-making as well as understand
just how much alcohol is too much.
During the Oct. 19 “Mocktails”
event, mock alcoholic beverages and free
food were served in McPhail’s. The Re
jects on the Rise comedy group per
formed, and it was here that Step 1 re
quested the support of Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P. president of Providence
College, and the administration for the
cause.
During Zero Proof Night on Oct.21
from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m, students

Students race around cones on bicycles at Zero Proof Night last Friday. The
students wore “beer goggles,” which mimic the effects of excess alcohol on
one’s vision and motor skills.

participated in a variety of activities,
ranging from indoor sports to field so-

briety tests, conducted by a Rhode Island state trooper and a Providence po

lice officer. According to Sears, at least
500 students attended the event.
“We are firm believers that you can
have fun without being under the influ
ence,” said Sears. “There are other op
tions.”
Several days later, a seminar entitled
“Drink Responsibly 101” was held in
Aquinas Hall. An EMT was brought in
to discuss the harmful effects of alcohol
as well as what one should do to help
someone who is sick as a result of drink
ing. Patel said that the goal of Alcohol
Awareness Week events was to teach, not
to preach, and so events like this semi
nar were perfect for the cause.
Step 1 has already sponsored non-alcohol-related events including scavenger
hunts and Love Your Body Day. Patel
indicated that the group will definitely
continue to collaborate with other groups
so that more events can take place for
Providence College students. Some fu
ture health programs that will be taking
place include “Smoking Cessation” and
“AIDS Awareness.”
Patel said she felt that Alcohol Aware
ness Week 2005 was successful.
“If we can impact a Jew students to
make informed, healthy decisions
through education,” said Patel, “then we
can help to fight alcohol abuse.”

RIPTA: Crowded Huxley Avenue prevents pick-up
continued from front page

was their best hope of making it down
town that evening.
“Being in a large group of students
at the bus stop by CVS kept me from
feeling worried or unsafe. Of course, I
might have felt differently had I been
alone, as it was dark,” said Tobbe.
Hirschfeld admitted that while he did
not feel unsafe, he thought it was “plau
sible that most students would.”
Director of Marketing and Commu
nications for RIPTA, Karen Mensel,
looked into Friday’s problems and said
that the bus driver was forced to change
his route on the spot because there was
no way to make the turn onto Huxley
Avenue and drive down the street safely.
“It was a decision that was made
based on an immediate observation,”
Mensel said. “If PC had notified us of
the problem in advance, something cer
tainly could have been done.”
Mensel added that RIPTA would cer

tainly work with Providence College to
find “an appropriate solution” to the
problem in the future, but that this would
require an effort on PC’s part to keep
them informed of possible traffic prob
lems such as last Friday’s occurrence.
Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P., vice
president of student services, oversees the
school’s contract with RIPTA, which al
lows students to take the bus for free with
their student ID card. Father McPhail said
he regretted that students had been in
convenienced and noted that if the po
tential problem had come to his attention
in advance, it could have been prevented
and students would have been notified.
When asked if Friday night’s route
changes were known to PC in advance,
Father McPhail said that they were not.
“The driver probably just had to make
a decision,” he said. “That’s what I sus
pect probably happened.”
Father McPhail said he is planning to
prevent people from parking on the street
in front of Schneider Arena, which would
allow the bus to safely turn onto or out
from Huxley Avenue onto Admiral Street.

He noted that the importance of this
situation not only involved students seek
ing transportation on the RIPTA. If ve
hicles such as fire trucks had needed to
come down Huxley Avenue in the event
of an emergency, they also would not
have been able to make the turn.
“We are addressing this situation now
and we are trying as hard as humanly
possible to make sure that this doesn’t
happen again,” he said.
While Father McPhail wasn’t aware
of the RIPTA problems in advance, a
number of employees in Providence
College’s Office of Safety and Security
were not surprised about the situation.
They noted that the same problem has
happened before and that, j ust as in years
past on the night of a hockey game, a
handful of students had come in to the
office to report that the RIPTA had not
shown up.
As for the students who were left wait
ing for the bus last Friday evening, most
are upset that PC didn’t predict the situ
ation in advance and do something.
“I definitely feel both, or at least one

source, should have somehow notified
the student body who depend on the bus,
especially on a Friday night. A little email to everyone’s account is not very
burdensome,” Hirschfeld said.
Tobbe agreed, saying, “This is not the
first time this has happened; it was a com
mon occurrence last year during hockey
games as well . . . RIPTA did the best
they could as they had no prior knowl
edge of the hockey game and incidental
difficulties with the bus route on Huxley.”
Fitzgerald was more understanding,
but said that while the inconvenience
wasn’t a big deal to her, she said she
thinks that PC could have better informed
students.
“It’s understandable that the buses
should have to bypass the PC stops when
a hockey game draws extra traffic, but I
wish the college and RIPTA would com
municate more,” said Fitzgerald. “It’s not
a big deal at all just to walk down to the
Admiral Street stop, but there should
have been some kind of notice the No.
55 wasn’t going to come down to the Col
lege.”
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Wilma leaves plenty of rubble
by

Kanhar Munshi ’08
World Staff

Hurricane Wilma tore through Florida
with winds of up to 125 mph Monday,
Oct. 24, shattering windows in skyscrap
ers, peeling away roofs and leaving 3.2
million without power
NEWS with a month still left in
ANALYSIS the busiest Atlantic storm
season on record.
At least five people were killed in
Florida, bringing the death toll from the
storm’s march through the tropics to 24;
Wilma killed at least six people in
Mexico and 13 others in Jamaica and
Haiti as it made its way across the Car
ibbean.
Wilma’s arrival in Florida came five
days after it astounded forecasters with
terrifyingCategory 5 winds of 175 mph.
At one point, it was the most intense
storm—as measured by internal baro
metric pressure—on record in the Atlan
tic basin.
The 21st storm of the 2005 season
and the eighth hurricane to hit Florida in
15 months, the then Category 3 storm
howled ashore on Marco Island around
daybreak, eventually cutting off electric
ity to the entire Florida Keys region. A
tidal surge of up to nine feet swamped
parts of Key West in chest-high water.
US 1—the only highway to the main
land— was submeiged.
As it moved across the state, Wilma
weakened to a Category 2 storm with
winds of 105 mph. But it was still pow
erful enough to flatten trees, break wa
ter mains, litter the streets with bill
boards, turn debris into missiles and light
up the sky with the blue-green flashes of
popping power transformers.
The insurance industry estimated the
insured losses in Florida at anywhere
from $2 billion to $9 billion.
In Cuba, rescuers used scuba gear, in
flatable rafts and amphibious vehicles to
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Ask
PC
Do you think women are
qualified to serve on the
front lines of war?

BBC

Rescue workers waded through chest-high water after a 9-foot storm surge
from Hurricane Wilma overtook the Florida Keys this week.

pull nearly 250 people from their flooded
Havana homes after Wilma sent huge
waves crashing into the capital city and
swamped neighborhoods up to four
blocks inland with three feet of water.
In Cancun, Mexico, troops and fed
eral police moved in to control looting at
stores and shopping centers ripped open
by the hurricane, and hunger and frustra
tion mounted among Mexicans and
stranded tourists. President Vicente Fox
announced plans to start evacuating some
30,000 frazzled tourists.
Wilma shared space in the Atlantic
with Tropical Depression Alpha, which
became the record-breaking 22nd named
storm of the 2005 season. Alpha, which
drenched Haiti and the Dominican Re
public on Sunday, Oct. 24, was not con
sidered a threat to the United States.
Until Hurricane Wilma and Tropical
Storm Alpha formed, the busiest hurricane
season on record was 1933, with 21 tropi
cal storms.
“Never before have so many tropical

systems occurred in the Atlantic Basin
in a single season- that we know of, any
way. This is an extraordinary season, ex
tremely busy,” said Chris Landsea, a re
search meteorologist at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration’s Hurricane Research Division
in Miami.
“But it’s not surprising. We’re in the
middle of a busy period,” Landsea said.
“These tend to last, as far as we can tell,
about 25 to 40 years.”
The current period of heightened
tropical activity started with the 1995
hurricane season. Since then the num
ber of hurricanes has increased dramati
cally. “It’s like somebody threw a switch
[that year],” said Max Mayfield, direc
tor of the National Hurricane Center in
Miami.
“So, if we’re 11 years into it now,
it’s very reasonable that we’ll see an
other 10 or 20 years of some very busy
hurricane seasons,” Landsea said,
Sources: Google News, BBC

“Yes, I do. It has to do with the
whole idea of equal rights. If we
demand equal wages, we should also
have to fight on the front lines.
There are plenty of capable women,
some more capable than men.”

Kat Page ’06

“I believe they should. It is an
important part of equality for
women.”

Liz Benz ’07

Hariri calls for international trials after slaying
by

Laura Bedrossian ’07
World Staff

The son of the former Lebanese Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri has called for his
father’s assassins to stand trial in an in
ternational court. In a televised appearance from Jidda, Saudi
NEWS Arabia, Saad Hariri made
ANALYSIS a passionate and forceful
call for an international
tribunal to oversee the investigation and
trial of his father’s killers. “We are not
seeking revenge, we are seeking justice,”
he said.
The United Nations released a report
late on Oct. 20 concerning the investi
gation. Led by U.N. Chief Prosecutor
Detlev Mehlis, the report implicated Syr
ian security officials and their Lebanese
allies in the assassination-—stating that
the killing last February was a “carefully
planned” terrorist act by intelligence of
ficers from the two countries.
Walid Jumblatt, the leader of the
country’s Druse minority, supports
Hariri’s call for an international trial, buf
also insists that the U.N. report was based
more on “suspicions” than evidence
against Syria. Jumblatt also urged Syr
ian President Bashar al-Assad to fully
cooperate with the United Nations’ in
vestigation.
Similarly, a Syrian spokesman de
scribed the report as being based on per
ceptions, inaccuracies and biases offered
up by the testimonies of Syria’s oppo
nents. Ahmed Amus, assistant foreign
minister of Syria, said the report “puts

Syria in the dock and vilifies it without
evidence.” Syria has promised to coop
erate with any further investigations in the
matter.
When asked if sanctions would be im
posed upon Syria, British Prime Minister
Tony Blair stated that he would not rule
out any possibility while the facts remain
unclear. “You can’t get any more serious
than trying to destroy the democracy of
another country by terrorism,” Blair said.
Others share this cautious view. Re
garding whether or not sanctions should
be taken, French foreign minister
Phillippe Douste-Blazy said,” Let us al
low that commission to run its full
course.” Andrey Denisov, Russian U.N.
ambassador, stated that his government
would remain cautious as it does with all
issues concerning the sensitive relations
with Syria and Lebanon.
The United States has been pushing
for swift action regarding the report in a
U.N. Security Council meeting to better
consider the report’s findings. President
Bush has stated that military action is a
“last resort” if the country does not com
ply with U.N. investigations.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
said, “.. . there will have to be some way
to ensure accountability for what has al
ready been found here." Rice, along with
British foreign secretary, Jack Straw,
stated they were confident there would be
a consensus that action should be taken
against Syria based on the Mehlis report.
“I’m actually confident that we are
going to get a response from the interna
tional system,” said Rice, adding that it

is crucial for countries to act together.
Straw, in an interview with the BBC said,
“The mere fact of having a Security
Council meeting at the ministerial level
will send out a very sharp message in
deed to the Syrians.”
In response to the United Nations in
vestigation, Lebanon arrested the first
suspect identified in the report last Sat
urday. Mahmoud Abdel-Al, a member
of the Ahbash Sunni Muslim Orthodox
group with close ties to Syria was de
tained.
The report stated that a mobile tele
phone in Abdel-AI’s name had dialed
President Emile Lahoud of Lebanon
minutes before the assassination oc
curred. Lebanon also placed a travel
ban on Sunday, Oct. 23, on 11 senior
officials who were suspected of having
been involved with the attack.
While appropriate action is being
debated among the international com
munity and further investigations are en
suing, Hariri is left with his own incli
nations. Hariri and his family, having
accepted the United Nations report con
cerning his father’s death, continue to
request that forceful international action
be taken.
“We call on the international commu
nity to uphold its support for the inter
national commission into the assassina
tion of Mr. Hariri... and bring the per
petrators to justice in an international
court.”
Sources: Aljazeera, BBC, New York
Times, The Times (London)

“No, because when it comes down to
killing ... I don’t think they have
what it takes.”
Mike Mulholland ’08

“Sure, 1 agree that they should.”
Joe Gesualdi ’07
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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Local:
National:
Science and Technology:
Brown hopes to raise S1.3 billion
Bush refuses to release Miers’ records Apple sued over scratched iPod nanos
Soup-related stabbing shocks
On Saturday, Oct. 22, Brown Univer
President Bush said last Monday that
A lawsuit is being filed against Apple
Wal-Mart community
sity officials announced a new fund- he would not release White House docu Computers, Inc., claiming that the com
raising goal of $1.3 billion by the year ments concerning his Supreme Court pany decided to go through with its re
What started as an disagreement
2010. The money raised will go toward nominee Harriet Miers’ recommendations lease of the new “Nano” portable music
increasing Brown’s endowment, hiring to him while she was a White House law player last month despite having knowl between two store employees soon
more professors, building more facili yer, stating doing so would be a violation edge that the product was flawed. Con escalated into a violent attack at a Walties, and increasing the amount of finan of confidentiality.
sumers in San Jose, Calif., filed a pro Mart in Tamarac, Fla.
The co-workers were in the lunch
cial aid given to students.
The documents were requested by posed class action lawsuit Wednesday,
Brown President Ruth Simmons said Senate Republicans and Democrats pre Oct. 19, saying that the Nano’s screen room when they began to argue over
the University’s goal is to hire 100 more paring for Miers’ hearing on Nov. 7. scratches easily. They claimed that Apple who would be the first to heat soup in
professors and increase salaries. In ad According to some senators, these papers was aware of the problem but promoted the microwave.
dition, some of the money will go to would provide important information the product as durable and released it
Mellesia Grant became so angry she
ward improving financial aid so that about Miers, who has never been a judge. anyway.
grabbed a large knife off the counter
Brown can have “need blind’’ admis Before working as a White House law
The lawsuit said that the Nano’s and thrusted it into Merloze Tilme’s
sions, meaning students are considered yer, Miers was Bush’s personal attorney screen cover, a film of plastic resin which abdomen. This, however, did not stop
for aid regardless of family income. in Texas.
protects it from damage, is not as thick the fight. The two then began wrestling
Brown also wants to put some of the
Miers has been attacked by politicians or sturdy as previous versions of the over the knife on the floor, and ended
money into graduate programs.
on both sides of the political spectrum. iPod. The suit alleges that instead of up cutting their hands. It was then that
The school plans to put about $660 Senate Democrats have been critical of admitting or correcting the problem, the manager came in and broke up the
million of the funds back into its endow Miers for supporting a constitutional Apple consciously tried to cover it up fight.
ment, which currently totals $ 1.9 billion. amendment to ban abortion. Conserva by advising consumers to buy more
Tilme was treated at a nearby
While strong, Brown’s endowment is the tives fear that she lacks the strength to equipment to prevent the screen from hospital while Grant was taken by
lowest of all Ivy League schools, trail come through on important issues like scratching.
police and charged with assault.
ing well behind Harvard’s $23 billion abortion.
About one-third of Apple’s total sales
endowment.
Bush has firmly stuck by his choice. come from iPods; the U.S. market for Sources: Yahoo News, Associate Press
Plans for new fundraising were an After meeting with his Cabinet on Mon MP3 players is dominated by Apple,
nounced at a dinner this weekend for day, he praised his nominee, saying, which dominatess a 75 percent share of
members of the school’s board of trust “Harriet Miers is a fine person and I ex the market.
ees, alumni leaders, and major donors— pect her to have a good, fair hearing.
about 700 people in total.
Sources: Reuters, Providence Journal
—Kim Krupa ’07

College Valley Forge Military last to go coed
News
by

Erin Egan ’07
World Staff

The tide of history swept over a bas
tion of male power last week, as the last
all-male military college in the country
decided to let the ladies have a try. Val
ley Forge Military College announced
its intention to start accepting women
next fall. Located in Wayne, Pa., the
college is the last military institution of
higher education in the nation to make
the switch.
Trustee Chairman Mike Nolen said
the “board of trustees voted to go co-ed
last July, and the renovations to Rose
Hall dormitory were finished in August.”
After the proper accommodations were
made, Valley Forge was “ready to press
forward” with the plan, he said.
This decision will open doors for fe
males at the school, not only to the tra
ditional two-year transfer college, but
also to ROTC, military service academy
preparatory programs, and the Army

Early Commissioning Program—where
Cadets earn an Army commission in just
two years.
Enrollment for women in these four
areas is projected to reach up to 20 per
cent within five years. The school has al
ready received several inquiries from pro
spective female students; many have re
quested information about the early com
missioning program, which would give
them second lieutenant status after their
two year stint at the academy. The
school’s ROTC program already includes
two female students from neighboring
colleges, so the interest in the program
warranted the switch at the college, which
currently draws students from more than
31 states and 38 countries.
“I see no limitations,” said John C.
Church Jr., current dean of the college,
who recently returned from a tour of duty
in Iraq. “We’ll have diversity in the class
room. It’s going to be great,” he said,
adding that “women in Iraq are serving
brilliantly, gallantly.”
The move was heralded by President
Charles A. McGeorge—the first non-mili-

tary president in the school’s 78 years of
existence—as “a natural step in creating
a more robust and diverse learning envi
ronment.”

The research says there is still
a good benefit for single-sex
education at the high school
level, but we believe the time
has come for a coed program
at the college level.
Rod Hill, Valley Forge Military
College Spokesman

Many military professionals share this
view as well. Lt. Col. John Church stated,
“We are excited because this shift brings
new diversity into the classroom and will
strengthen our academic programs, while
bringing us in line with the service acad
emies and our military structure.”
Valley Forge is not the first to make
the switch, and likely took its cue from
neighboring schools who have slowly

been incorporating coed programs.
Chestnut Hill College in Philadelphia
went coed in 2003 and Harcum College
in Bryn Mawr in 2004, followed by
Immaculata College in Frazer which be
gan admitting men this fall. All reported
increased enrollment for both sexes, es
pecially at Immaculata, whose freshman
class doubled to 301 students, about 35
percent of whom are men.
“That is a healthy, healthy increase”
said Sister Patricia Fadden, Immaculata’s
president in consideration of the com
petitive private-school market.
The Hill School, a secondary level
boarding school also started to admit
girls in 1998, but Valley Forge Military
Academy, a boys boarding school for
grades 7-12 serving about 350 students,
has no plans to become coeducational.
“The research says there is still a good
benefit for single-sex education at the
high school level, but we believe the time
has come for a coed program at the col
lege level,” said spokesman Rod Hill.
Sources: Philadelphia Enquirer, BBC,
Associated Press

Weekly _

Congress
’
favorite
Texan
under
fire
Spotlight
by

Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff

Congressman Tom Delay (R-Tex.)
smiled for the cameras after turning him
self in to local police last week on money
laundering and conspiracy charges.
While the average mugshot is char
acterized by a serious demeanor, he
feared his picture could be used by
Democrats in political ads if he were to
frown. While he may have protected
himself against future attack ads, he did
draw immediate criticism from those
who believe he did not take his indict
ment seriously enough, especially since
conviction could mean jail-time for the
high-profile politician.
Delay, a Loredo native bom in 1947,
is a graduate of the University of Hous
ton with a degree in biology. He had
originally attended Baylor University
but was expelled. The future Congress
man made his career in pest extermina
tion before entering the world of poli
tics in 1978 when he was elected to the
Texas House of Representatives. In 1984
he was sent to the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives to represent Texas’ 22nd Con
gressional District.
Of late, he has been plagued by ethi
cal challenges; in 2004 and 2005, he was
reprimanded three times by the House
Ethics Committee. In 2003, Travis
County Prosecutor Ronnie Earle began
to investigate some of Delay’s fund-rais
ing activities. Earle, a Democrat, wants
to prove Delay masterminded an effort
to funnel donations to the Republican Na
tional Committee back into Texas in or*der to put more Republicans in office. In
Texas it is a felony for corporate money
to be donated to political campaigns.
On Sept. 28, Delay was indicted on
the charge of conspiracy to this transac
tion. As required by House rules, Delay
was forced to step down from his posi
tion as Majority Leader once indicted,
although he remains a Congressman. In
order to convict Delay, Earle would have
to prove that the money sent from Wash
ington was in fact corporate money and
not money which could be legally raised
in Texas and that Delay was aware of any
illegal transactions.
Delay made a name for himself in the
House as a conservative Republican who
supported limited government, social
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Spurring on a public relations fiasco,
Delay chose to strike this happy pose
for his recent mugshot.

conservatism, and a strong national de
fense. Delay quickly worked his way up
in the House leadership when he was ap
pointed deputy Whip in 1988. Follow
ing the 1994 Congressional elections in
which Republicans took control of the
Congress, Delay was named Majority
Whip. In this position Delay was respon
sible for ensuring the Republican cau

cus voted together.
Delay earned the nickname “the ham
mer” for his ability to make things hap
pen and during this time he became a po
larizing figure admired by conservatives
and despised by liberals because of his
outspoken and assertive nature.
In 2002, Delay ascended to the posi
tion of Majority Leader, the second most
powerful position in the House behind
the Speaker of the House. Delay contin
ued to ensure party discipline as leader
seeing the passage of many major pieces
of legislation proposed by the Bush Ad
ministration. In 2003 Delay ensured the
approval of the Medicare Prescription
Drug Bill by keeping the vote open for
three hours longer than usual in order to
goad reluctant Republicans into voting
for the bill.
Delay continues to maintain his in
nocence saying, “I have done nothing
wrong, I have violated no law, no regu
lation, no rule of the House.” He also
requested that State District Judge Bob
Perkins recuse himself from the trial as
noted democrat with connections to
MoveOn.org, which has waged a “Fire
Tom Delay” ad campaign.
Sources: Washington Post, CNN
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Mind Telling another side of the story
control
by

Erin Rice ’06
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by

Jeremy Alphonse ’06
Commentary Staff

I ask you to consider a notion: Some
times it seems that people lack the abil
ity to see that their actions are a result of
calculated persuasion. The foundations
for these innate or subconscious modes of persua
NATION
sion come to us from many
sources. Trying to cor
rectly explain these sources and identify
the modes ofhuman motivation has been
one of the greatest debates of social sci
ence.
These notions can steer people away
from their ability to rightly understand
where their attitudes should rest—espe
cially concerning issues of politics. To
day in my car I heard the ever amusing
96.1 FM. The talk show host opened his
show with the thesis that Florida— now
being hit by the eighth Hurricane in the
last 15 months—should no longer be eli
gible for Federal relief funds. He argued
that they all should, by now have insur
ance or have moved away to other parts
of the country. It is, as he said, “not our
problem anymore.”
This is dark and scary rhetoric. This
country is currently riding one of the
hardest rightward swings ever seen.
Conservative spinsters are already pro
posing that the people who have suffered
from these acts of nature and destruction
do not deserve the help of these United
States. This is sad. Moreover, it is a
displacement of blame. We as a whole,
are responsible for poor planning and ex
ecution of disaster prevention.
Florida and Louisiana—the areas hit
hardest over the last two Hurricane sea
sons—are also in the poorer half of
states. The reason that many people re
main in these areas is they have no eco
nomic means to leave temporarily, buy
insurance, or relocate to another area.
This is particularly poignant in the case
of New Orleans.
Furthermore, the conservative press
has taken a tone regarding the breakdown
of civility in the aftermath of Katrina that
blames victims. Sadly, these people fail
to identify the real problem. These
people needed to eat. Would you or I sit
by and wait for food when there was
plenty of flotsam near a destroyed gro
cery? That many people took to looting
is true—but would this have happened
if a thorough evacuation occurred? What
if these people had enough money to
leave for Houston?
1 find it disappointing that conserva
tives have the audacity to complain about
federal spending with regard to natural
disaster relief when we are spending hun
dreds of billions fighting in Iraq. It is like
they are saying we can afford enough
money to maintain global supremacy and
help special interests but because the
poorer half of Americans don not repre
sent a special interest, they are not wor
thy of federal spending.
This all brings me back to my origi
nal postulation. The people who get on
the radio and make claims such as the
one I heard are all part of a system of
persuasion. It is the machine of Politics
Nuevo. People of opposing political ide
als are brought together because of the
two party political systems. This is how
good natured Catholics are implicated to
support the Bush regime. Many Catho
lic social values such as abortion and ho
mosexuality are pillars of the Republi
can agenda; so many Catholics support
MIND/Page 10

I do not think I am alone when I say
that the constant struggle over abortion
in this country is downright exhausting.
I simply can not take it anymore. It is an
issue that has been at the
very heart of American
ETHICS
politics ever since I can re
member. With the Supreme
Court nomination of Harriet Miers tak
ing the place of Sandra Day O’Connor,
once again conservatives and liberals
have their panties in a twist over the pos
sibility of a reversal of Roe v. Wade. In
addition, the Oct. 22 Boston Globe re
ported an announcement by The Ameri
can Girl Doll manufacturers to provide
money for scholarships to young girls in
the areas of leadership, math, science, lit
erature, and economics through Girls In
corporated. To the surprise of many, this
announcement was met with a torrent of
opposition from the Pro-Life Action
League. Pro-Life spokesperson Randy
Sharp claimed scholarship money from
Girls Incorporated—a supporter of Roe
v. Wade—would indirectly promote
abortion and homosexuality.
Enough! When will we realize that
quibbling over an ancient court ruling
will not solve the problems we are fac
ing in the 21st century? No amount of
conservatives in the Supreme Court will
prevent abortions from happening in our
country. Likewise, liberals will never be
able to exercise a right to choose with
out facing adamant opposition.

America’s abortion problem has noth
ing to do with whether Roe v. Wade is
constitutional. It has nothing to do with
determining whether a fetus or an em
bryo is a human. Our country is so pre
occupied with these irrelevancies that it
has entirely missed the boat to resolu
tion. In fact, after decades ofmisdirected
efforts, America leads the world in abor
tions and teenage pregnancies. We call
ourselves a civilized, democratic, and a
free nation. Instead, we are pathetic—
an embarrassment to the rest of the world,
trapped by trivial issues that divert our
attention from those that truly matter.

Sex education needs to go
beyond the anatomy of the
reproductive system and focus
on the empowering and sacred
aspects of fertility.

Believe it or not, the solution is quite
simple. There is one thing that pro-lifers
and pro-choice advocates can agree on—
there should be less abortions taking
place. I do not know any people that sup
port a woman’s right to choose who be
lieve that abortion is a good thing. Abor
tion is a physically and emotionally pain
ful and intrusive procedure, whether or
not you believe it is moral.
So where do we begin? This is where
it gets more complicated. However, the
overwhelming number of teenage preg

nancies leads me to believe the best place
to start is in elementary sex education.
Somewhere along the line, whether it
began with the birth control pill, the
sexual revolution, or American media’s
domination over sexuality, the link be
tween a girl’s fertility and sexuality was
lost. Our methods of sexual education,
regardless of whether it is preaching ab
stinence or safe sex practices, have
proved to be inadequate. Children need
to be taught to value their sexuality and
harbor it from the pressures of society
and their peers until they have grown
comfortable with it.
Sex education needs to go beyond the
anatomy of the reproductive system and
focus on the empowering and sacred as
pects of fertility. It is equally as impera
tive for young boys to understand and
respect fertility and the sexuality of girls.
They must learn this before they go out
into the adult world where they will be
told, mostly by the media, that a girl is a
sex object.
In a perfect world, people would not
make mistakes, rape would not exist, and
contraception would work perfectly ev
ery time. Unfortunately our world is far
from perfect. The mistakes of past gen
erations have rendered our society sexu
ally dysfunctional. However, the nega
tive effects are reversible.
We must take advantage of the present
obsession over abortion—as tiring as it
may be—and demand that our politicians
work toward preventing abortion, rather
than passing laws that permit or prohibit
it.

As we round the tenure track
Betsy Rouleau ’08

they are put on the “tenure track,” they
must undergo a six-year probationary pe
riod before they are eligible for tenure.
There is a great deal of pertinent in Teachers who then wish to apply for ten
formation concerning students’ rights— ure submit materials that they believe dis
or lack of rights. Minors are frequently play their teaching abilities and scholas
censored; in their schoolwork, in their tic accomplishments in their area of ex
speech, and in thousands pertise. These include publications and
of student publications student and faculty evaluations. The
ACADEMIA across the United States. committee on academic rank and tenure
We want change and we then examines the materials and makes
demand action. We want the ability to a recommendation to the president of the
say the things we want without it being College as to whether or not the faculty
changed or censored. But with all this member should be tenured.
information about students’ rights, no one
The idea of student freedoms and
ever stops to question the rights ofteach rights is a major factor in the concept of
ers.
tenure. Students are often concerned that
This is where the idea of tenure comes studying under a tenured faculty mem
into play, a word that is tossed around ber will compromise teaching quality.
frequently on college campuses. Tenure However, there are avenues available to
is best defined as a system of protection students if they believe that a faculty
for educators at all levels—but is most member is not best performing his or her
used at the university level. Dr. Hugh job. Students should file formal com
Lena, the vice president of academic plaints with the immediate professor, the
administration at Providence College and chair of the department, the dean of stud
head of the committee on academic rank ies, and eventually Lena, outlining their
and tenure, stated that tenure allows concerns and complaints.
Lena said that while there is “no man
teachers the “opportunity to explore
without jeopardizing their job.” In short, datory post-tenure review” of educators,
it is a practice that grants educators the evaluation does occur for teachers who
safety to deal with controversial subjects wish to be promoted in terms of rank.
and utilize different teaching methods The ranks of ordinary faculty members
are instructor, asssistant professor,
without fear of losing their job.
There are 287 full time educators at asssociate professor, and professor.
Providence College; 261 of these edu Educators who have achieved the rank
cators are called “ordinary” faculty mem ing of assistant professor or higher are
bers, meaning they are employed full eligible for tenure.
Therefore, teachers who wish to con
time and are eligible for tenure, or are
tenured faculty members. 80.8 percent tinue up the ladder of rankings are con
of these professors are tenured, which is tinually evaluated. Furthermore, if stu
consistent with other schools in the na- dents find that there is a moral or ethical
issue at hand, students can file com
According to Lena, a former sociol plaints and these problems will be
ogy professor, faculty members are hired handled.
after a national search for candidates. If
This is a subject that is of vital im
by
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portance, and will be discussed at the
committee on academic rank and tenure
meeting on Friday Nov 4,2005. Tenure
is a valid and worthy practice used in uni
versities and colleges, and this process
is a vigorous one. The probationaiy pe
riod and subsequent evaluation chal
lenges educators to meet the highest stan
dards of teaching and scholarship. Cen
sorship of students is a major concern in
the media, but students should also be
concerned about whether teachers also
have the freedom to express themselves.
Professors should realize, however,
the gift that they have been given and
the responsibility that accompanies it.
Educators should not be lulled into a
sense of complacency due to the award
of tenure. Education is one field that is
constantly evolving and changing. New
methods, philosophies, and practices are
continuously presented.
Teachers need to be accountable for
their choices and actions while in the
classroom. They should use the system
the way it was meant to be used—to ex
plore their subject matter to the fullest
exent—and to push students to be suc
cessful both in and outside of the class
room, not to soley rely on antiquated
teaching methods that have served them
in the past but that may not aid a new
genaration of thinkers.
Students also have responsibilities
that must be met in the tenure system.
Students should actively and intelligently
assess the quality of the education they
receive, and report anything that they see
as an abuseto the educational experience
through the correct channels.
While there can be abuses, any sys
tem that challenges individuals to meet
and maintain the highest standards of
academics and protects those who do is
one that should be respected.
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Letters to the Editor:
Bugs in the system
Megan Comerford ’06’s article en
titled, “Roaches encroach on Dore”
brought back memories of my own time
spent in Dore Hall in 1995-96.1 lived on
the first floor of Dore Hall in a single
room, but I too was not alone. 1 found
two huge cockroaches in my room that
year on separate occasions.
My room had to be the cleanest room
on campus with weekly vacuuming and
dustings. Yet somehow I had cockroaches
in my room. Besides the cockroaches in
my room other residents found cock
roaches on the first floor as well. It is hard
for me to believe that the exterminator

from Griggs & Browne said there “isn’t
an infestation problem.” I also find it
hard to believe Residence Life is not
aware of any past problem with cock
roaches in Dore since they sprayed for
cockroaches when 1 was there.
I always felt Dore Hall should be
knocked down and new dorms be built.
Besides the cockroaches, those clang
ing pipes are enough to drive any resi
dent of Dore crazy. My best sympathies
and regards to all the residents of Dore
Hall.
Kristine Fiorentino ’98

Up in smoke
Regarding the column, “Your local
waitress is not an expert on state smok
ing bans,” by Kristina Reardon ’08,
smoking around others has never been
“legal”. It is not legal to poison others
with toxic tobacco smoke!
If Reardon meant that tobacco addicts
have been flaunting common law (each
and every one of us has a long-standing
RIGHT to smoke-free air) for years, I
would have to agree with that statement.
Smokers have never lifted a fingerto help
the (currently) 85 percent of Americans
that don’t use the drug tobacco. Tragi
cally, toxic tobacco smoke kills 65,000

innocent Americans every year
Strange that Reardon should mention
the state of Michigan, when it comes to
tobacco. Apparently, she is unaware of
current Michigan law that bans ciga
rettes and other “adulterated” tobacco
product delivered law would
save thousands of lives and hundreds of
millions of dollars every year in the
state.More information may be found at:
http://medicolegal.tripod.com/
michiganlaw.htm#!.
Dave Johnson
Hurst, Texas

“I can’t lie. There are roaches all over this joint.”

Mind: Avoiding a case of the spins
continued from page 9
this agenda.
I urge people to see this agenda for
its multifaceted nature. The conservative
agenda uses your support to gain power
by appealing to social values. But we are
smarter than that. Remember Bush’s
laughably low pledge of money in sup
port of the Tsunami victims. Embarrass
ment alone forced him to raise the

Car trouble
In past letters to this College press, I
have exposed corporate malfeasance at
Wendys, defended Olsen twin movies,
and objected to the morality of lude TAG
body spray advertisements. Today, I
write with even more of a purpose than
ever before. No, this letter is not about
eggs, but rather it is about misunder
standing.
On Friday afternoon, myself and a
colleague were driving out of the Dore
parking lot en route to a movie at the
mall. I noticed a significant number of
students standing at the bus stop. As we
slowly drove by, I gently rolled down my
window, gave the horn a few consistently
spaced beeps, and proceeded to give a
casual “parade” wave to those awaiting
the public transportation.
Immediately after doing so, my friend
in the passenger’s seat referred to me, as
quite simply, a “jerk.” He proceeded to
describe the angry faces and annoyed
looks of those at the bus stop who were
seemingly under the impression that I
was flaunting my “wheels” and sticking
it to those who were not fortunate enough
to be driving in a light blue ’93 Toyota
Camry—affectionately nicknamed the
Blue Fox, by my older sister upon pur
chase.
Bus snobbery and automotive elitism
were now pseudo-stigmas that I was pres
ently going to have to deal with if my

friend’s “facial interpretations” were
correct. I tried to not think about it, hop
ing that if some were offended, maybe
they thought it was not me, but rather
another tall, lanky long-haired, lookalike who happens to wear my exact
same hat from London.
As we arrived at the mall, 1 had pretty
much gotten over this potential wrong
ing and was rather content. Yet as 1 was
gnawing on a slice ofpizza, a girl walked
past me and sarcastically proclaimed,
“Thanks for the ride, 1 was at that bus
stop.” At this point I knew my friendly
“parade wave” and well timed car honks
were poorly received and terribly mis
interpreted. In my attempts at friendli
ness and fellow Friar recognition, 1 came
off, as my friend once put it, “a jerk.”
Hence this letter, to the 30 or so of
you who were at that bus stop on Friday
by Kelly Jones ’07
afternoon, I want you all to know that
.Commentary Staff
my wave was genuine, my honks were
sincere, and that the Blue Fox smells like
Rhode Islanders and poor college stu
Papa Ginos leftovers and stale nutri dents—you have reason to celebrate.
grain bars. From an olfactory perspec “Embracing its past but rooted firmly in
tive, it’s certainly not the envy of Rhode its present, Mark Hellendrung is bring
Island public transportation. I hope this ing Narragansett Beer back to New En
letter finds the 30 of you in good spirits gland,” according to the Famous
as I apologize for our misunderstood in Narragansett Beer’s Company Press Re
cident of drive by Huxley honking and lease. What was once ; Rhode Island
waving.
tradition, whose factories closed in 1983,
has been revived by a graduate of Brown
Matthew Weber ’06 University and the form :r president of
Nantucket Nectars.
Established in 188 J in Cranston,
Rhode Island, The Narragansett Brew
ing Company once made the best-sell
ing beer in New England. Produced by
Providence College’s student newspaper since 1935
Rhode Islanders, for Rhode Islanders, in
Publisher: Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P.
Rhode Island, using water from the
Scituate Reservoir, ‘Gansett Beer was a
source of personal pride and deeply
Photography Editor: Tracy Donadio ’06
rooted
tradition. It was also the Red Sox’s
Asst. Photo Editors: Tim Pisacich ’07
Editor-in-Chief: MichaelJ. Massey '06
first T.V. advertising sponsor, and the
Head Copy Editor: Trish Higgins ’06
brewery was rumored to serve beer to
Associate Editor-in-Chief: Mallaky Jean Tenore ’07
Asst. Head Copy Editor:
its employees by ‘bubbler’
Elizabeth Clabby ’06
Due in part ft “aging facilities, out
Managing Editor: Christine Bagley ’06
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amount. He was slow to respond to the
demands of Katrina. Republican pundits
see this vulnerability and they begin
opening that these people are not wor
thy of relief funding—so the President’s
inaction does not seem too bad after all.
But we see we are being persuaded and
we will not tolerate a man who does not
help thy neighbors.

Hi neighbor,
welcome back
’Gansett
dated equipment, and increased costs of
operation,” the brewery was forced to
close. Fortunately, it is back, and ready
to be enjoyed by this generation’s respon
sible drinkers. “We’ve tried to capture
all of the great things that people remem
ber about Narragansett Beer—the
drinkability of a great American lager,
its light, clean refreshing taste, how it
goes down smooth, not sharp—every
thing that made it special to New En
gland,” Hellendrung claims.
But don’t take his word for it, ask any
of the folks down at the Decatur—in
Providence’s West End—they are the
largest distributor of Narragansett “Tali
Boys” in all the land. Tuesday nights
are a particularly festive time in Luongo
Square, as ’Gansett’s only cost two
bucks.
Narragansett Beer is commonly avail
able in 16-ounce cans which come in six
packs under five dollars. It is a Rhode
Island staple—up there with the Block
Island Ferry, Haven Brothers, and put
ting the letter “a” where it does not be
long. Gansett’s can be found wherever
fine beers are sold—and McPhail’s.
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When we break the rules, it is for you

Chris Ackley ’06
Commentary Editor

by

This past Monday night kicked-off the
Senior Giving Program. And upon read
ing the email in my Friar account, I had
to “find out what the buzz [was] about.”
As expected, the buzz was about drain
ing our pockets for everything they are
worth. On the plus side, pizza was ample.
I thought the school would have had
the decency to at least wait until our
mortarboards hit the floor before they
started hounding us for money. Instead,
they could not even wait until midterms.
The biggest draw for seniors, and any
one else that walked by McPhails was
obviously the pizza. However, the main
donation incentive was a brick—with
your very own name—on alumni walk
way. And for only $100, what a steal.
My question is do I have to have my
own name on the brick, or once my Ben-

jamin Franklin is on the table—or my
two Ulysses S. Grant’s for that matter—
is it up to me what my lasting legacy—
in brick form—at Providence College
will be? Can my brick say “Donkey
Lips?” How about “I’m with stupid”
with an arrow pointing to the brick next
to mine? Brick Brickman? Liquorama?
I could go on.
Even stranger was the Senior Giving
packet that came in my mailbox. This
spouted similar rhetoric about good
times, memories, and forking it over. No
surprise. However, I find it outrageous
that the minimum donation is $50. Call
me crazy, but if 1 was in Alumni Rela
tions, I would feel lucky to snake $20,
or even $10 out of a college graduate
with oncoming loan payments.
Possibly this subject is skewed a bit
by my own financial predicament, but I
left the event somewhat distressed. I then
heard later that there was potential tam
pering with the Senior Giving raffle, and
this really left a bad taste in my mouth.
Luckily I had stolen enough pizza and
wings to more than displace that taste.
With my palate stabilized, I began to
think about how many bricks 1 could buy
for $100, and by bricks, 1 mean

Smoochin’ in Spain
One student takes an
involuntary look at the
frequency of public,
European lip-locking
Colleen Flynn ’07
Commentary Staff

by

Parking myself on a bench in front of
my favorite fountain in Granada this past
Sunday, 1 readied myself to catch up on
some journaling, do a bit of grammar
, homework, and bust out a
CULTURE kick butt kick-butt Cowl
Commentary article.
Unfortunately, my
fondness for people-watching made
these tasks next to impossible, especially
since Spaniards are always more than
willing to provide entertainment. And
nothing pleases them more than to ex
hibit some serious public displays of af
fection. Believe me, writing is no easy
task when you have to keep diverting
your eyes from the couple necking on the
bench across from you.
For the record, Spaniards and Euro
peans in general have no concept of per
sonal space. Whereas a bitter exchange
of words or fists might ensue on the
streets ofAmerica should one pedestrian
bump into another without an apology,
no one bats an eyelash over such body
checking in Spain. Spaniards do not sub
scribe to the old Lever 2000 soap com
mercials factoid that humans need at least
three feet of personal space to be truly
comfortable, and boy do they love to in
vade an American's precious personal
space. My host mother gives me at least
eight cheek-to-cheek kisses every time I
see her and they sign all their letters with
“un abrazo”—a hug.
It makes sense that these uber-affectionate people enjoy public displays of
affection, more commonly known as
PDA, with their significant others. More
over, Spain’s culture is based on social
izing outside the house; Spaniards do not
invite friends over for poker nights,
Tupperware parties, or sleepovers, and
it would be unheard of to invite a mem
ber of the opposite sex to the house.
So where do Spaniards go to enjoy a
little one-on-one time with their novios?
They take it to the street, and just about
every other public locale imaginable. The
steps of the post office are a favorite
haunt, one chair in the Hard Rock Cafe
serves quite nicely, and it is not uncom-

mon to jog by all-out sex sessions in the
park. Spaniards are constantly attached
at the fingers, lips, and hips, as though a
magnetic attraction between these body
parts was encoded in their genetic
makeup.
With all the lip-locking and boots
knocking going on around me, I have
often pondered my stance in the age-old
debate: to publically display or not to
publically display? My first month here,
I viewed the PDA with a mixture of shock
and disgust. Going to school at Provi
dence College, where the only PDA
present on campus consists of a drunken
hookup or two with the cute kid in the
back comer of Old’s, and the routine hug
from my friend Colleen Fitzgerald ’07,
Granada's wealth of PDA caught me off
guard.
As time has progressed, I have be
come accustomed to the PDA, but 1 am
still not sure if I approve. Perhaps it is
the cynical single in me that resents
couples and their doe-eyed bliss, jealous
that I cannot prance through the streets
arm-in-arm with the love of my life. It
could also be that I am not much of a
performer; I could not fathom making out
with someone while the rest of the world
looks on like a panel of Olympic judges,
critiquing my every movement. Maybe
it is just that 1 agree with Jon Duritz of
the Counting Crows and his musing that
“we just look a lot better in moonlight”
and that is where we should keep our
business in the dark.
Although I do not think that time, ha
bituation, or any number of cute
Granadinos will completely change my
stance on PDA, Granada has definitely
made me realize that perhaps it is fine to
show a little lovin’ every now and again.
Old couples in Spain are the best ex
ample. No matter how old, withered, or
sick of each other they may be, every day
they walk down the streets, arms linked,
enjoying the scenery at a snail’s pace.
They punctuate these weekly rituals by
dressing to the nines on Saturday nights
to go out to dinner or holding hands on a
park bench on a Sunday afternoon. They
love to regale young Americans sitting
near them with stories of how they met
and how much they bother one another,
promising that someday they too can find
true love like theirs. They cap off the
stories with one of those awkward, half
cute, half gross old people kisses.
If PDA is the way to that kind of hap
piness, sign me up. I may not be jump
ing on the PDA bandwagon, or anyone
else for that matter, but I will certainly
run beside it.

Narragansett Tall Boys, because pizza
and beer go together like bricks and
names.
Thinking back through my own time
here at PC, I realized that above the tu
ition, room and board, and books I have
payed for, there was one other extra fee.
My $100 dollar parietal violation Sopho
more year.
Now I wish 1 had some great war
story about breaking into “The Vault”
that is McVinney Hall, but sadly the only
ones taken advantage of in this story were
my friends and I. Playing Scrabble past
midnight in Aquinas is the only blemish
on my record here at this fine institution.
Does this infraction really warrant a
$100 dollar fine? Does monetarily fin
ing students for actions such as breaking
parietals, consuming alcohol, smoking
pot, or violating building standards send
a good message? I think there are more
progressive ways to deal with these prob
lems.
At Bates College in Maine, monetary
fines are non-existent for these kinds of
violations. The only way in which a stu
dent can be individually fined is if he or
she is found guilty—bu a student disci
plinary committee—of property damage

to the school or another individual.
These less equatable infractions are pun
ished with the loss of privileges, physi
cal service, and probation if necessary.
In my mind, this will make more of an
impact than a bill that—most likely—
goes home to mom and dad.
Walking through lower Slavin, infrac
tions are posted on the disciplanary board
for all to see. I counted 34 separate ac
counts, all students found guilty. Since
most of these were alcohol or marijuana
violations, one could estimate the aver
age fine at $ 100. That means $3,400 out
of student’s pockets in just one round of
disciplinary hearings. And this is prob
ably low-balling the actual figure, if this
board is updated weekly or even bi
weekly—think of how much money fines
generate in a school-year.
So let’s give credit where credit is due.
It will not be the goody-two-shoes (my
self included) guiding Providence Col
lege through these financial trials. It will
be the junior who refuses to take down
his tapestry, the group of sophomores
caught smoking behind McDermott and
the Freshman bold enough to try and
smuggle a keg into their dorm room in a
hockey bag. I salute you all.

Pointing political fingers
Kyle Drennen ’07
Commentary Staff

by

Anyone paying attention to the news
lately has probably seen prominent Re
publicans such as House Majority
Leader, Tom Delay; Senate Majority
Leader, Bill Frist; and
White House Deputy
POLITICS
Chief of Staff, Karl Rove;
facing various accusa
tions of corruption. These accusations
range from violating campaign finance
laws to leaking the identity of an under
cover CIA agent. Such accusations have
lead to extensive investigations, as well
as rampant speculation, especially
among the liberal political opponents.
This article is not to simply defend
Delay, Frist and Rove, saying that all of
them are completely innocent and there
should be no investigations. It is meant
to encourage people to keep an open
mind when these kinds of accusations are
raised, no matter who is being accused.
If these investigations are meant to find
out the truth, then people running them,
or those speculating the outcomes,
should not try to cater the facts to fit a
particular political agenda.
The Delay case is perhaps the stron
gest example of this. Delay has been in
dicted by a Grand Jury for violating
Texas campaign finance laws; accused
of misusing campaign contributions
while running for reelection to his Con
gressional seat. However, this indictment
was the second try, after District Attor
ney Ronnie Earl of Travis County, Texas
(where Delay’s Congressional district is
located) had the first Grand Jury refuse
an indictment due to a lack of evidence.
Even when Earl got an indictment the
second time around, he had a vague, onepage accusation that he later had to beef
up in order for the indictment to stick.
Now you may ask why a professional
attorney would rely on such a shaky
amount of evidence. The answer may
very well be the fact that Earl is a regis
tered Democrat, who has made numer
ous donations to that party, and appar
ently has remarked at a political event
that he would be the man to “get Tom
Delay.” Delay has denied any wrongdo
ing, and given the complexities of cam
paign finance laws, the process can be
come so complex that leaving out the
slightest step can lead to accusations of
illegality and unethical behavior.
In the Frist situation, the Senate Ma
jority Leader simply sold a large quan
tity of stock in a family company. Soon
after, the stock price went down, leading

some to wonder if he had some inside
information. This matter is currently
being investigated, and nothing conclu
sive has been found yet. However, po
litical opponents have already begun
to hurl accusations of corruption at the
Senator. Frist insists that he sold the
stock to remove any sense of impropri
ety, worrying that he might be accused
of having a particular bias toward the
family company. As a result, he is now
being accused of the very impropriety
that he claims to have wanted to prevent.
One must ask, if Frist did not sell the
stocks, would he have eventually been
investigated for owning the stock?
Finally, the ongoing Rove contro
versy, which now involves the Chief of
Staffto Vice President Cheney, “Scooter”
Libby, is extremely ambiguous. The con
servation that Rove had regarding CIA
agent, Valerie Plame, wife of adminis
tration critic Joe Wilson, did not even
mention her by name, but only referred
to her as Wilson’s wife. Some may say
that’s just a matter of semantics. How
ever, the fact that none of us have been
referring to her as “Mrs. Wilson,” but
have rather used her maiden name, it
demonstrates that someone would have
to do some extra investigating to pin
down her identity. The reporter that Rove
spoke to did not even publish the article;
rather it was conservative commentator,
Bob Novak, writing in a completely dif
ferent publication, who leaked the sen
sitive information to the public. In addi
tion, Valerie Plame had not been work
ing undercover at the time of the leak,
and it is apparent that many in Washing
ton were familiar with work at the CIA,
beyond Rove.
In politics, as in life, we should never
immediately assume the worst in people.
We must realize that our political oppo
nents, whether liberal or conservative,
are people too—they are just as imper
fect as we are. This means that every
mistake they make is not done with some
sinister motive in mind, but because they
are human. If Delay and Frist claim their
innocence, then they are entitled to fair
investigations. People have to wonder if
they are trying to actually find the truth,
or simply confirm their prejudicial sus
picions of an administration with which
they do not agree. The criminalization
of politics being attempted by some who
are trying to exploit these legitimate in
vestigations is harmful to both sides of
the political spectrum, and will continue
to discourage people from running for
political office, as well as further disil
lusioning American voters.
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Tupac
lives on in
new DVD

Fighting words
by

Ryan Burns’08
A&E Staff

In every genre of music, there are
certain artists or acts that have universal
appeal. Their music is so powerful; their
message is so relevant that it is impos
sible to ignore their
MUSIC
contributions to muREVIEW
sic and to modem
society in general.
Artists like The Beatles, The Doors, and
Jimi Hendrix all personify this legend
ary status with their musical achieve
ments. Hip-hop music has had several
of these types of stars, but one stands
head and shoulders above the rest.
Tupac Shakur has touched countless
lives with his music and even more lives
since his untimely death in 1996. His
brashness, sensitivity, and larger-than-life
image played a huge role in his popular
ity. Tupac was one of the only rap artists
to take a stand on record, proving to the
American public that hip-hop was not
mindless entertainment. Through his
posthumous releases and DVD appear
ances his legacy has lived on for the
younger members of the hip-hop com
munity to enjoy and treasure.
Knowing this, Death Row Records
has released for the first time ever his
last recorded performance, two months
before he was murdered. In Tupac: Live
at The House of Blues, Tupac and his
crew The Outlawz captivated the crowd,
performing classics such as “Trouble
some,” “So Many Tearz,” and the clas
sic diss record, “Hit Em Up.” This song
features Tupac and The Outlawz degrad
ing the character of rival The Notorious
B.I.G., as well as other New York MCs
such as Lil’ Kim, Lil’ Cease, and Mobb
Deep. Before the song even starts, Tupac
has words for New York legends Jay-Z
and Nas, who never got along with
Tupac. The tone of Tupac’s set isn’t lim
ited to aggression, though, as he showed
his sensitive side while performing
“Never Call You B***h Again.” This
song sympathizes with his female fan fol
lowing, which was a main reason for his
success in the first place. Tupac’s set
should have been longer—it seems a
little rushed at times. His set is only eight
songs long, and clearly the crowdWvas
ready for more hip-hop as Snoop Dogg
and The Dogg Pound came onto the
stage.
In my opinion, Snoop should have
been included on the cover of the DVD
somewhere, as he performed 14 songs
for the ecstatic audience. He catered to
fans of his earlier music, performing hits
such as “Whats My Name” and “Mur
der Was The Case.” He let The Dogg
Pound handle a lot of the stage time, and
they performed a few songs, even an
unreleased track that I felt was the best
performance of the night. While their
set was extremely energetic, a few awkTUPAC/Page 14

American
soldiers in Iraq
have found a
new pastime in
writing hip-hop
lyrics
by

Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff

It’s even difficult to imagine. As you
trudge along the steaming Iraqi desert in
full fatigues, the heat is all-encompass
ing, and the enormous sun eats away at
your skin. Between
MUSIC the smell of mortar
FEATURE shells burning the
nose and the sound
of distant bullets spraying in the wind,
you catch word that your best friend has
died from a homemade car bomb. An
Iraqi child curses and spits on you.
This being the unfortunate reality of
'all-too-many American soldiers in Iraq,
it is perplexing to consider how they pos
sibly deal with the horrors of war. Sure,
they have the best training in hand-tohand combat, drive the most sophisti
cated military vehicles, and are armed
to the neck with grenades, M-16s and
seemingly endless rounds of ammuni
tion. But the choice of weapon that many
soldiers are loading up on is hip-hop.
American soldiers in Iraq are not sim
ply taking out their frustrations with war
by emptying rounds of bullets at the en
emy. Rather, when fed up with false gov
ernmental promises, degradation by their
superiors, the misunderstandings of Iraqi
citizens, the sadness of deployment, and
the perils of death, many soldiers write
rhymes.
Music protesting war is certainly not
a new development. Countless rock-nroll bands helped solidify the defiant
voice ofyoung Americans during the war
in Vietnam. Lyrics exhorting removal
and pointing to the ambiguity of war were
praised by young liberals.
The same holds true for the war in
Iraq, except the music is no longer rockn-roll, but hip-hop. Oh yeah, the soldiers

are the emcees.
Rap has become a staple in military
barracks in Iraq. Even when stereos are
not allowed, soldiers beat-box and drum
the wheel-wells of Humvees to supply
background beats for rhyming. Of
course, rap’s prevalence in the field cor
relates to the demographic background
of so many American soldiers, but rap
has also served as a unifying force among
battle units. There is a common bond in
hip-hop music, and soldiers from all
backgrounds are beginning to learn that
writing rhymes helps get through war.
American soldiers in Iraq are not
simply taking out their frustrations
with war by emptying rounds of
bullets at the enemy. Rather...
many soldiers write rhymes.

Javom Drummond, an Army special
ist from Wade, N.C., told Newsweek in
its June 13 issue, “Rap is the one place
where you can get out your aggrava
tion—your anger at the people who out
rank you, your frustration at the Iraqi
people who just didn’t understand what
we were doing. You could get out ev
erything.”
Sgt. Neal Saunders of Richmond, Va.,
would agree. After months in battle, he
noticed that the most effective way to
combat the harsh struggles of war was
to rap. After letting out freestyle battles
rhymes with fellow soldiers, he noticed
that he felt a lot better. So much better
that he decided to devote all of his free
time toward writing and producing hip
hop music. He contacted a Philadelphia
music production equipment supplier
and through months of construction,
completed his own studio in Iraq. He
even sound-proofed the walls of the ply

wood structure with old left-over mat
tresses. With the studio completed, he
and his fellow freestyle emcees formed
a rap group known as 4th25 (said “fourth
quarter”). Live from Iraq is the title of
their first album, with 15 tracks docu
menting a real account of the war in Iraq.
Not only personally therapeutic, the
members of 4th25 write rhymes to offer
insight into the realities of war. They
hope to paint pictures with their rhymes,
calling on listeners to put themselves in
fatigues and boots and reconsider the war
from a firsthand account. Sgt Saunders
also told Newsweek, “No one talks about
what we’re going through. Sure there
are generals on the TV, but they’re not
speaking for us. We’re venting for ev
erybody.” The news is hardly a repre
sentative account of war, and these em
cees get fumed when they hear about
politicians and government personnel
donned in suites, not fatigues, explain
ing what life is like for soldiers in Iraq.
From the sadness of deployment, to the
frustrations of having faulty equipment,
the rhymes these artists have written are
definite eye-openers.
It seems easy for college students to
distance themselves from war. In many
cases, the closest a college student has
come to a car bomb is at the bar on St.
Patrick’s Day. But seriously, something
both soldiers and students can easily
connect with is music. By the unifying
and transforming power of hip hop, stu
dents may step outside ofthemselves and
consider a true account of what life at
war is really like. It may be overwhelm
ing—if not haunting—but we owe it to
them. If you want to check out the sol
diers’ CD, it can be purchased on their
website: www.4th25.com.

Sources: Newsweek, New York Times
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Picks The Bottom Line
of the Back when I was 16 ...
Week
by Stephanie A. Smith '06
A&E Editor

by Scon Geer'06
A&E Staff

Movie
\

The Warriors
Directed by Walter Hill

Hitting the theaters in 1979. this
film has obviously proved its worth
as a cult classic. Earlier this
month, the "Ultimate Director's
Cut" was released, catapulting its
reputation and appeal to
unimagined territory The premise
of the movie is about a gang from
Coney Island named "The War
riors' whose members attempt to
make their way back to their home
“turf after being set-up and
blamed for the killing of New York
City's most powerful gang leader.
On their journey home they are
forced to fight their way through
gangs dressed in thematic cos
tumes redefining our definition of
what it means to be gangster.
"Bopping’' to a soundtrack of
some of the funkiest sounds of
70s. this action/suspense-turned
comedy is an excellent choice.

Music
John Legend
Get Lifted
Label

If you like R&B or not. John Leg
end is an artist that can capture
anyone interested in music. With
his soulful delivery, beautifully
composed music and well written
lyrics. Legend is one of the most
talented singers making music.
With his gifted song writing skills.
Legend has drawn industry elites
by collaborating with the likes of
Kanye West to Lauren Hili. His
official debut album. Get Lifted, is
one of the most underrated al
bums of the decade. Aside from
the radio hits Ordinary People
and Used to Love You.' every
other track is different from the last
and will grow on you in time. It's
one of those albums that won't
leave your rotation for weeks.

Book
The Shining
By Stephen King
This frightening read displays
King's masterful horror book tech
niques. With vivid character devel
opment and spine tingling ambi
guity between imagination and re
ality. the bewildering scenes set
you on edge. The story is about
the Torrance family who travels to
the desolate Colorado Mountains
tp housekeep the Overlook Hotel
for the winter. The maniacal fa
ther Jack Torrance begins to let
his wild thoughts and paranoia in
fuse his life. Terrifying his wife and
son. Jack allows himself to be
possessed by his hallucinations
which are manipulated by the spir
its who dwell in the hotel. His son
Danny, who has the rare ability to
" shine.' has sporadic foresights
into the future, a future that will
become a haunting reality.

The decline of Western civilization is
upon us—and I can’t look away. 1 am talk
ing about a sign. It’s an indication of the
downfall of mankind. It’s the most point
less, senseless, useless creation of man
imaginable, devoid of any meaning in life
whatsoever.
I’m talking about... My Super Sweet
Sixteen. In its absolute absurdity and cel
ebration of the art of being wasteful, ob
noxious, and petty, it has somehow sucked
me and many others in its mindless abyss.
Why? Why do I watch a reality T.V. show
that follows around a bunch, of teenagers
who like to spend thousands of their par
ents’ dollars in the name of ego-stroking?
I’m not even a teenager. No one I know
ever insisted that a luxury SUV was the
only suitable 16th birthday present out
there. I never flew to Paris solely for shop
ping purposes. So what is my connection
to this show? Why don’t I flip the channel
in disgust when its whiny theme song starts
playing? Perhaps because the reality show
as we know it is evolving.
“Normal” people are no longer inter
esting to watch. The American public—
geniuses that we are—realized that you
can watch normal people whenever you
want. They’re everywhere. So, a new type
of show was bom. It has little to do with
reality, but does involve actual people. 1
like to call it a super-reality show. Its pur
pose is to introduce you to people who
have better lives than you. Don’t even try
to argue. I’m tellingyou right now, these
people have everything.
In My Super Sweet Sixteen, girls and
some guys are video-taped while they and
their parents plan the best birthday party
that anyone has ever seen. These people
have more money than God and are all
very, very loud. You know as you watch
them that you would not want to be friends
with these people in real life. Especially
as you watch their friends groveling at
their feet for an invitation to the party, you
think that in real life these people prob
ably suck. But that’s the beauty of reality
T.V.—you can spy on people without ever
having to talk to them.
As you watch the show, a girl will, for
example, spend more money on her birth
day party than her parents did on their
wedding, and will justify it by saying, al
ways, “I deserve it.” What? Are all the
people who simply have cake and ice
cream on their birthdays undeserving? Are

Tupac: He’s back
continued from page 13

ward pauses between songs and the occa
sional bumbling of lines slows down the
pace of the music. During the Dogg
Pound’s set, we the viewers are lucky
enough to see Death Row CEO Suge
Knight dancing to the funky West Coast
beat provided by Daz Dillenger, Snoop’s
cousin. Tupac then returns to the stage,
and after about five minutes of messing
around with the sound in the arena and a
few more choice words for Biggie, he as
sists Snoop in performing “2 OfAmerica’s
Most Wanted” to end the show.
While the set of the concert may not
have been the most visually appealing, and
as the soundman struggled to do his job,
Tupac and Snoop still delivered a great
performance. Along with the concert, the
DVD features five full-length Tupac mu
sic videos ranging from singles to rare
songs. This DVD should have been re
leased years ago due to its significance in
the history of hip-hop. This is a rare con
cert because Tupac and Snoop shared the
stage and it was the last time that Tupac
would ever perform live in front of a cam
era. Love him or hate him, any hip-hop
historian simply cannot deny the signifi
cance of this concert and its place in his
tory.
GRADE: A-

MTV

This is Ava (below) from episode 103. For the grand entrance into her
party, she hired boys from a local polo team to carry her out on a couch.
When choosing the young lads, she had “three requirements—the boys
must be cute, sexy and have good bodies,” reported www.mtv.com.

MTV

they morally inferior? Moreover, in ad
dition to these six-figure price tag par
ties, the stars of the show will also get a
lavish present Usually it’s a car that only
1 percent of the U.S. population can af
ford, but it can also be jewelry. And the
best part is that although they will always
say thank you, the girls and guys will al
ways, always have some sort of heinous
drama at their party.
They will always have to get in a huge
fight with one of their guests because he
or she is trying to steal the spotlight from
birthday guy/girl or another option is to
get in huge fight with Mom/Dad because
they wouldn’t allow a giraffe to walk
around the party serving champagne on
its back. OK, that never happened, but
still.
The people on this show proudly
broadcast this display of conspicuous
consumption, ungratefulness, and simple
excess in every facet of life over national
T.V. There is never any mention on the
show of the ridiculousness oftheir spend
ing or behavior toward others. So why
have I and so many others watched it?
And why have we watched Laguna
Beach and The Fabulous Life of (insert

celebrity name here)? Probably first of
all because after seeing the show, it
seems that the super-privileged are not
any happier than the rest of us. And sec
ond, in a true American, Ben Franklininspired desire to improve ourselves,
we watch these shows to see what is out
there—what could be. We picture our
selves with the world at our fingertips
and think, “What would I do if 1 were
in this situation?” It’s a big fantasy. And
because these people are so obnoxious,
we don’t even feel jealous. We almost
feel bad for them because they can’t
even enjoy their parties; they have to
get in fights.
At the end of the day, My Super
Sweet Sixteen is a very stupid but en
tertaining show. So long as we realize
that getting everything you want all the
time leads to never being satisfied, we
will not be damaged by it. Everyone
loves a good party, and these people
throw some ragers, but I think that
sometimes the best parties are the ones
that don’t require any planning, are
spontaneous, and are about celebrating
the moment. And hey, you don’t even
need a birthday to have one of those.
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Family matters
Don’t let the ratings fool you—Fox s lauded comedy,
Arrested Development, is the smartest show on T.V. ’
James McGehee’06
Asst. A&E Editor

by

And now, it’s a show about a wealthy
family who lost everything and the one
son who must keep them all together. It’s
Arrested Development, a critical darling
that won an Emmy
TELEVISION for Outstanding
FEATURE Comedy Series in
2004. Arrested De
velopment, now in its third season, re
turns Monday, Nov. 7 at 8:00 p.m. on
Fox.
I will not be watching, because I am
presently caught in the middle of Ar
rested Development: Season One on
DVD. T.V. has never played a large part
in my life. Besides watching Family Guy,
arguably more a college life staple than
beer, I had no interest or time to do what
some, I included, link to the degradation
ofAmerican culture. Then, 1 watched the
pilot for Arrested Development. If you
have already seen it, there is no need to
continue; I am writing to you who have
not.
George Bluth is the head of the Bluth
Company, a real estate development
O Captain, my captain: The Bluth
firm. His fortune has provided his four
Family (above) must deal with the
children with little incentive to do any
unfortunate imprisonment of their
thing with their lives. The only respon
father, along with a whole host of
sible adult in the bunch is Michael Bluth,
other problems. Jason Bateman
a hardworking single dad struggling to
(right) stars as the son who must
raise his only child George Michael. At
always save the day.
the pilot’s open, Michael is expecting his
father to hand over the presidency of the
Bluth Company to him at George Bluth’s he is dressed in leather S&M garb, Development overshadows all else on
retirement party.
T.V. because I do not watch much T.V.
clueless to its implications.
The retirement party goes awry,
Buster Bluth, the youngest brother, What 1 can say is its writing is a step
though, when the U.S. Security and Ex lives with Lucille, the Bluth family ma above 90 percent of the movies Holly
change Commission shows up unexpect triarch. Lucille, simply, is not nice. wood releases. In a 22 minute episode,
edly, and arrests George Bluth for both Buster is a 30-year-old man who has the writers create a new plot, along with
defrauding investors and using the com never dated, suffers from severe panic incorporating the overall plot, and use
pany as his personal piggy-bank. It is up attacks, and wears the clothing Lucille all the major characters to progress the
to Michael to keep the dysfunctional picks out for him.
plot. They never slack off by using nonfamily together during these rough hours.
G.O.B. (short for George Oscar sequiturs or leaving loose ends. From its
Lindsay Funke, Michael’s twin sister, Bluth), pronounced as the Bible’s most beginning to the last knot, it’s a tightly
moves her family in with her brother. unjustly persecuted, may be the funniest woven tapestry of comedy and drama.
Lindsay is a phony (a likeable phony) character. No word or phrase exists to The comedy is intelligent. Jokes on Ar
who has spent her married years hosting describe him. G.O.B. is a magician who rested Development never reference pop
charity functions solely to look good. travels by electric scooter, shacks up with culture. They instead reference the
Lindsay never does things for the right foreign women. His favorite line is “I’ve show’s previous episodes, usually draw
reason; she married Tobias Funke to spite made a huge mistake.”
ing on character’s flaws. GO.B. took four
her parents. Tobias used to be a doctor,
If you think you are starting to get the years of Spanish, but for some reason he
until he lost his medical license. Instead idea, you really have no idea. What if I only knows a few words in French or Ital
of attempting to get it back, he desires to mention George Michael’s crush on his ian. In a future episode, this will be the
become an actor. Although he considers cousin, Buster’s dating his mother’s best big joke.
himself an “actor,” he admits to his friend, and George’s making a series of
The drama is that of family, and in
daughter, Maeby, that he is jobless; un religious videotapes from prison? You between all the fighting, are good fam
less, of course, she considers “world’s .still have no idea.
ily values. Michael’s extended family is
coolest daddy a job.” When he says this
I cannot say the writing for Arrested temperamental to a fault. One day

Michael and Lindsay are friends. The
next day—who knows? Yet, Michael al
ways has his son, and selflessly does what
is best for his son. This includes putting
up with his rambunctious relatives.
Why does this sit-com work so well?
Economy. No scene is unnecessary,
which also means that no scene is bor
ing. My last compliment goes to the cast.
A colorful character palette like that of
Arrested Development could induce
some to overact beyond what their char
acter calls for. Somehow, even Buster,
who behaves like a grammar school stu-'
dent despite being in his thirties, is be
lievable. Is there anything wrong with Ar
rested Development! Yes, the sad real
ity is Arrested Development’s ratings are
suffering. While Desperate Housewives,
averages almost 30 million viewers, Ar
rested Development draws a meager 4.6
million viewers an episode. So, check it
out. Seasons 1 and 2 are now out on DVD
and the nzew season returns to Fox on
Monday Nov. 7 at 8:00 p.m.

THE NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY
Educating the world leaders of tomorrowfor careers hi
eve care delivery, research and education since 1894

Open Houses
IOiOotih - 2:00pin
Monday,
Monday.
Friday,
Tuesday,
Monday,
Tuesday.

October 17
October 31
November 04
November 08
November 14
November 29

Please call 617-236-6204 for reservations.
The New England College of Optometry’
424 Beacon St.
Boston. MA 02115 '

www.neco.edu

Halloween Run/Walk
WHEN: Saturday, October 29, 2005 3:00 PM
WHERE: Slavin Lawn at Providence College
COST: $10/student
$15/non-student
HOW: Register in Ray d Slavin from October 24-29
-iPods for BEST COSTUMES!
-Cash prizes for TOP RUNNERS!
-Raffle includes spring break trip, digital camera, and much more!
-T-shirts, goody bags, and refreshments for participants
-Post-event party at McPhail's
All proceeds will directly benefit the
Ronald McDonold House of Providence.
For more information please contact Scott Donnelly at
(551) 427-0180 or via email at sdoreieOfe^providence.edu
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by

Scott Geer ’06
A&E Staff

Name: James Keefe ’06
Major/Minor: American Studies/Business Studies
Activities: Intramural basketball, Friars
Club, a capella group “Special Guests”,
Singing at the 10:30 p.m. Masson Sun
day nights, singing with pianist Mike
Verzino ’07 at “Piano bar” in McPhail’s
Favorite Movie: Bronx Tale
Favorite Album: Forth Dimensional
Rocketships Going Up-Gift of Gab,
Beautifully Human Jill Scott, All Musiq
Soulchild Albums
Favorite Book: To Kill a Mockingbird
What made you want to start getting

involved in music?
Being the middle child in a family of 11
musically inclined individuals, I’ve al
ways been engulfed in music. Perform
ing early on with basement productions
in a group headed by my mother called
“Keefe Family Singers,” I eventually
helped create a family a capella group,
which consisted*of me aq^l my 3 older
brothers, known as “Akeefella.”
We performed a repertoire that in
cluded early barbershop and doo wop
songs and then more modem arrange
ments like Boyz II Men songs. My fam
ily has always been the backbone to my
musical development because I never
had any training. I just tell people I get
my voice from my mom and that it’s a

James
Keefe
06
What has your musical experience at
PC been like so far?
I’d have to say that my musical experi
ence at PC has been quite tasteful. I say
that because I’ve tried to spread out the
various forms and flavors of music 1 get
into. From the variety of songs I sing
with the a capella group, to the spiritual
songs I sing at Church, I’ve tried to ex
pand my overall experience with different types of singing. Most recently sing
ing with Mike Verzino ’07, an extremely
talented pianist, I’ve enjoyed being able
to sing songs I’ve always wanted to per
form.
What’s your favorite activity that you
participate in?

a capella has been my favorite
musical activity because it’s more than
just singing. There’s a camarderie as
pect we’ve developed, a tight knit group
of guys who always have fun doing what
we love: “tasting it up.”
What advice would you give a fresh
man interested in the arts?
Get involved, try out for groups and
definitely take advantage of all the great
opportunities the Smith Center has to of
fer.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Making records.
«
Favorite quote: “I’ma make it do what
it do baby!”-Ray Charles

Contact us at cowlaande@yahoo.com

Don’t it make you wanna ... leave
Marc Foster, director ofgood movies like Finding
Neverland and Monster’s Ball, bombed with his latest, Stay
by

Katie Levine ’07
A&E Staff

I wouldn’t count on seeing director
Marc Forster at the Oscars this year.
Although his last two films, Finding
Neverland and Monster’s Ball, won
Academy Awards,
MOVIE
don’t expect his latREVIEW
est endeavor, Stay, to
earn such an honor.
The problem with Stay is that the plot is
impossible to understand. Actually, you
might not necessarily consider that just
a problem, as much as a major downfall
and huge deterrent from seeing the film.
But that’s just me. Trust me; it is no fun
to leave the theatre scratching your head
after investing an hour-and-a-half ofyour
time in a movie.
Stay is supposed to be the kind of film
that has you confused, but intrigued, un
til the big ending that pretty much ex
plains everything but still leaves you with
some food for thought. In this movie,
however, nothing is actually explained,
and the final scene left me with more
questions than answers.
Ewan McGregor plays Sam Foster, a
psychiatrist who becomes concerned
about his patient, Henry Letham (Ryan
Gosling), when he threatens to commit
suicide at midnight. As Foster begins to
examine Henry’s past, he finds incon
sistencies and strange things begin hap

pening to him. With the support of his
formerly depressed girlfriend Lila
(Naomi Watts), Foster tries to make sense
of Henry’s problems without losing con
trol of himself. Not much more can be
said without spoiling the film.
The screenplay is the main offender
here, with countless false leads and more
holes than Swiss cheese. Although the
plot is unnecessarily confusing, it is pos
sible to understand the basic idea of the
film with some contemplation. But just
because you can understand it does not
mean it’s good. There were many con
fusing features of the plot and only about
two percent of my questions were an
swered by the end of the film. I love
movies that make you think, but not ones
that you have to make up your own ex
planations for.
A car ride home from the movies is
usually filled with discussion about the
film. But this car ride was just filled with
perplexing questions, such as, “What was
this movie about?” or “What did that
even mean?” and “Why did we go see
that again?”
Several completely random and weird
things happened that were never ex
plained or even addressed again. For
example, at one point Henry miracu
lously heals a character that is blind.
Also, portions of scenes are repeated
right after one another—for no apparent
reason. You are left wondering what

I have no idea what is going on right now: Naomi Watts (left) and Ewan
McGregor may be attending the Razzies this year.
could possibly happen at the end to ex
plain these strange things. But the writer
chooses to solve this problem by not
explaining anything—1 guess that is an
easy way out.
The acting didn’t do much to make
things better. McGregor looked as con
fused as I felt, and he was about as con
vincing as Bill Clinton denying that he
had extramarital affairs. He is scared and
wimpy, not the investigative, strong per
sonality that the character seemed to
call for. Gosling is annoyingly vague, but
Watts’s typically realistic acting was able
to gain back some ground for the actors
in the movie.

The technical aspects of Stay are also
a highlight of the movie. Forster used
techniques that made the scenes flow to
gether, creating a dream-like feel to the
movie. This style of direction adds some
great visuals to the film, but in some
scenes it just creates even more confu
sion. There were several strange, kalei
doscopic montages put to terrible music
that were pointless and (what else is new)
created more confusion.
Bottom line: I would definitely rec
ommend that you Stay away from this
movie.

GRADE: C-

Now that Katie and Tom are
expecting, they will be spending
many quiet evenings at home and
getting their news from
www.TheCowl.com
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Prideland Providence
The Lion King went from the big screen

to Broadway and has now made a
temporary home in our fair city

by

Anna Kukowski ’06
A&E Staff

The Lion King has been a popular cul
ture icon for our generation for more than
a decade. The movie delighted audi
ences. Its stage version has evolved into
a stunning, breathTHEATER
taking marvel of disREVIEW
plays on Broadway
and throughout the
world. Now The Lion King is right
around the comer from the Providence
College campus in downtown Provi
dence.
The Lion King, the nationally ac
claimed and beloved Disney movieturned-musical, is making its stop at the
Providence Performing Arts Center from
Oct. 22 to Dec. 4. Though this Provi
dence version is starting to show hints
of age, wear, and tear, its rock-solid, cre
ative fundamentals and unmistakably
delightful Disney charm still make it a
fun night out on the town.
We all know the storyline of Mufasa,
Simba, and the Prideland. All-around
good guy and King of the Prideland
Mufasa (Thomas Corey Robinson)
guides his young and adventurous son
Simba (Christian A. Phenix Warner)
along the life to leadership and privilege.
Though there are a few delightful hic
cups andmishaps alongthe way, life isn’t
too bad for Simba. Yet, once evil Uncle
Scar (Dan Donohue) enters the scene, fun
and games stop. Scar orchestrates a plan
to kill Mufasa and Simba, hoping to take
over the Kingdom for himself. Unknown
to Scar, however, Simba escapes death
and finds it easiest to run far away. With
the help of comic relief Timon (John
Plumpis) and Pumbaa (Ben Lipiz),
Simba grows into a fine young adult (S.
J. Hannah). A fter some persuasion he re
gains the Prideland from Scar and be
comes the brave and competent leader
everyone knew he could be.
This delightful musical won six Tony
Awasrds for a very clea'r reason. Elton
John and Tim Rice’s vibrant musical
score combines old Lion King favorites
with new and interesting additions for
this musical score. With colorful cos
tumes (Director and Costume Designer
Julie Taymor’s talent is remarkable) and
innovative lighting design (Donald
Holder), The Lion King remains an im-

Nala and her girls are just chillin ’ in the Prideland-. The Lionesses of the PPAC’s The Lion King are a great
example of the elaborate costumes in this play.

pressive spectacle of creativity, talent,
and energy that delights all audiences,
young or old, novice, or experienced.
Another highlight of this production
is the 230 puppets in the display. Every
main character in The Lion King has
elaborate masks and/ or puppet. Not only
do these actors and actresses sing and
dance to carry along the show, but they
also creatively manipulate puppets and
models of animals and characters. Dur
ing this production, our eye constantly
wanders from Zazu or actor Mark
Cameron Pow, both of whom are equally
impressive.
PPAC’s version, however, gets off to
a slow start. While the moving “Circle
of Life” grabs the audience’s attention
quickly, the scenes that follow lack the
gleaming brilliance necessary for this
production. Lighthearted, energetic fa
vorites such as “Morning Report” and “1
Just Can’t Wait to the King” have poten
tial to leave the audience wide-eyed and
speechless—here, they lack the luster
and brilliance that is essential in a highenergy, colorful and unique musical pro
duction.

Instead we are left with a visually
appealing flurry of bright colors and im
pressive puppeteering—but we can’t find
the essential finishing touches necessary
for this cast.
Initial jokes—many of which we have
already heard—come off stale and dully
over-rehearsed, also showing their 10plus years in age. Their timeless nature
provides somewhat of a challenge.
While this material is brilliant in script
ing, it seems to be a challenge to keep
such rehearsed lines young and fresh with
each run.
With time, however, PPAC’s The
Lion King gains speed and appeal. The
second half of “Be Prepared” grabs the
audience and lures it in with innovative
choreography and interesting twists and
turns. By “Hakuna Matata,” the audi
ence is chuckling along with Plumpis and
Lipiz—instead of stale and over-re
hearsed, this Timon-Pumbaa duo is a
sample of timelessly perfected comic
relief.
Hannah’s stunningly breathtaking
“Endless Night” is a stirring highlight of
the production, and shows us what all this

hype about The Lion King is really
about.
The use of choreography and dance
is an unexpected addition to The Lion
King. This particular PPAC cast sports
impressive biographies, many of which
include accomplished dance careers.
Through Garth Fagan’s choreography,
the audience finds yet another way to
appreciate the spectacle of shape, sight,
and sound in The Lion King. During
“Can You Feel the Love Tonight,” beau
tifully engaging pas des deux convey
Simba’s message; during other parts of
the production, dancers creep along as
windy grasses and prey as animals.
Though PPAC’s The Lion King gets
off to a slow start, it is still The Lion
King that we all love and adore. This
production invites in the theater novice,
yet it impresses and intrigues the ageold theater go-er. It energizes the
younger audience and invigorates the
older audience. The Lion King is a must
see. It runs through Dec. 4 at PPAC in
downtown Providence.
GRADE: B

The ‘Hakuna Matata’ success
of The Lion King
by

Kate Costello ’08
A&E Staff

'

In 1994, Walt Disney Studios re
leased its 32nd animated film. That
opening weekend, The Lion King made
$40.9 million, a record for an animated
film. Today, it reTHEATER
mains the highest
SIDEBAR
grossing tradition
ally hand-drawn ani
mated feature film ever in the United
States.
That same year, Disney experienced
enormous success putting its 30th ani
mated film, Beauty and the Beast, onto

a new medium: Broadway. Following
this success, the company took up the
mammoth challenge of putting The Lion
King on stage as well.
To most, this appeared impossible;
there were unlimited obstacles for the
design team. The cast is composed en
tirely of flora and fauna, and the story
has no time period—it could be in the
present or hundreds of years ago. Be
yond those challenges, how do the de
signers recreate the infamous wildebeest
stampede on stage? Or night stars emerg
ing in the theatre to transform into the
dead King? Perhaps most imperitivly,
how to costume a cast of lions, hyenas,

and warthogs? These are just a handful
of the difficulties the design team had to
master to get this show on stage. It was
nothing like a typical Broadway play and,
especially because it had seen such
monumental commercial success on the
silver screen, expectations about the pro
duction were extremely high.
And master them they did. In 1998,
The Lion King won six Tony Awards:
Best Director of a Musical, Best Chore
ography, Best Lighting Design, Best
Costume Design, Best Scenic Design,
and, of course, Best Musical. It also won
eight Desk Drama Awards, six Outer
Critics Circle Awards, and a Grammy,

among other awards.
Presently, The Lion King is prepar
ing to celebrate its ninth year at the New
Amsterdam Theatre on Broadway, where
it continues to play for sold-out audi
ences. Internationally, it has won more
than 70 major awards. There are now
nine productions worldwide, and it has
been seen by over 29 million people.
Oh ... in case you were wondering:
the phrase “Hakuna Matata” (“no wor
ries”) has been said around the world'
more than 450,000 times. Not bad for a
movie about a lion cub who is friends
with a wart hog and has a crazy, powerhungry uncle.
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Does working for a
newspaper a-“peel” to
you?

If you want to get involved,
or if you simply love really
bad monkey jokes, come to
Slavin G05 to fill out an
application today!
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Some thoughts on growing up
by

Alison Espach ’07
Portfolio Staff

I wrote most of this piece when I was
under the impression that all adults were
unhappy. I tried not to be too cynical
because that can get annoying, and while
I realize that the begin
SHORT
ning of this is going to
STORY
make me sound like an
awful person, just go
along with it for awhile.
I thought about it practically, this
whole turning into a parent bit and re
ally debated over how adults could be
happy. I found no logical way. Let’s ex
amine the situation. Women with suc
cessful career loses her long worked for
job and now bathes Small Child while
Larger Child drools down his shirt be
cause his popsicle fell out of his mouth.
She boils crappy macaroni and cheese
on the stove only before she has to go to
chorus concert of Other Even Larger
Child. It’s like babysitting, but you never
get to go home, and eating the food in
the cabinet isn’t exciting because it’s
yours and you paid for it. Then you hear
these deranged aliens mutter things about
“love” and “the best things that ever hap
pened to them,” and how they’d “never
wish for a different life,” yada, yada,
yada—we get the point. But how can this
be? I was absolutely convinced that the
only reason a handfill of adults came off
as remotely happy was because they had
completely rooted out all old memories
of old fun and only remembered the new
memories of “new fun.” New firn is the
kind of fun that happens when Larger
Child says he wants to be a zookeeper
when he grows up because he “wants to
be with animals,” and you all laugh and
have a big hooha (not to be confused with
a real word. Hooha = my father’s word
for big laugh.)
Or say, when Other Even Larger Child
finally says something witty for once, and
you think, maybe she is a real human
being. But then she spills her milk all
over the table and you remember that she
can’t possibly be a real person, she is just
this large object that came out of your
uterus to spill things all the time.
My mother said that this thought pro
Dear Desperate,
First, let me start off by saying that
the ban on table tents is a little ridicu
lous—maybe we should first tackle that
conveyer belt of rotting milk and food
before we worry about a little bit of
ketchup on some paper.
But, back to you Desperate. I’m go
ing to have to break something to you.
When you are reading those table tents
on those rare occasions you eat alone,
you’re not fooling anyone. No one is re
ally that excited and/or interested about
what they say. People know that you’re
just reading because you’re in between
mouthfuls. But, let’s focus on the more
pertinent issue: your chick-magnet plan
to meet girls. It’s great that you attend
Coffeehouse, however, if your sole pur
pose for attending is to meet that
Wednesday night giri of your dreamy,
then please don’t come. 1 like it, and I
like the creepo free atmosphere. Sure,
we’ve all made out in the PT shuttle, or
in PT, or outside PT or on the walk home
from PT, but I hope that we all do not go
to PT with the intention of making out.
My advice to you: check out your
weekly S.A.I.L. e-mail digest, as it
gives the Coffeehouse event for the
week, or just stop by McPhail’s at 8:00
p.m. on Tuesdays. It’s always a good
time, regardless of the event—and the
blonde girl with the glasses who plans
it is hot.

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION BY MEGAN BISHOP ’07/Tlie Cowl

cess makes me a horrible person, and I
toyed with that idea for a long time.
(Well, she didn’t say it made me a hor
rible person, she said it was a horrible
thing to say, but really, I didn’t see the
difference.) I told her that when I’m a
mother, I’m not going to run around pa
rading my child like it was some miracle
that just kind ofhappened, and that Small
Child’s vomit is sort of cute because ‘It
was just a little bit of Small Child’s re
gurgitated macaroni and stomach acid on
my dress, that’s all.”
Then my mother said, “Well how
would you feel if I didn’t love you?” So
I told her I wouldn’t have blamed her for
it, because I probably wouldn’t have
loved me either.
“I mean, do you remember the things
I did? I ate a bee—why would 1 eat a
bee? Didn’t it just annoy you a little bit
that instead of resting peacefully in the
backyard, I had to go and have as a little
intelligence as I did and eat a bee?”
She tried to explain to me how those
things were cute. I countered that with
my theory of new fun to her, and how
eating a bee falls into that category. It s
never really fun to watch someone eat a

bee, especially if you are the one who
has to deal with the aftermath. You just
say it is because how are you going to
get through life if you don’t pretend it’s
fun to watch Small Child eat insects?
It was not that I didn’t think children
were cute. I, too, have the occasional
heart flutter when a tiny little person
walks up to me with his or her little fin
gers and I think, ‘Hey, they really are as
cute as people claim!’ But then sure
enough, it started pooping, vomiting or
crying because it lost its stick, and re
ally, who actually wants to give up their
entire life for this kind of experience?
My answer came one night when I
walked into the kitchen to find my dad
eating chocolate cake my mom had
bought for dessert.
“Ooo, cake,” I said, my eyes wildly
searching for my after dinner treat.
“Only one last piece,” he said.
“Aw, man.”
“Here, you take it,” he offered, and
pushed the plate toward continuing to
read his magazine.
“Seriously?”
“Yeah,” he said, barely batting an eye.
“But this is the last piece of cake,” I

Making PC an emotionally stable place,
one letter at a time...
This Week's Edition...
TABLE TENT LUNCH DATES—
YOU'RE REALLY NOT FOOLING ANYONE
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I NEED HELP! The College’s recent legislation banning table tents from all
dining areas is hurting my social life worse than the cancellation of Pop-Up
Video. For example, on the rare occasion that 1 have nobody to eat with, I now
look like a huge loser. Previously, I would mull over the table tents and show the
dining community that I’m not a social outcast, but rather, an extremely important
and involved student. Also, I now have no way of finding out what BOP Coffee
house is coming up. This is a major problemo. I can no longer use my fool proof
chick-magnet plan to meet girls—Step 1: meet girl at Coffeehouse and appear
sensitive, creative, and involved. Step 2: get girls number. Step 3: call girl
Wednesday afternoon and tell her how awesome Prime Time is going to be that
night. Step 4: see girl at PT, have small talk about Coffeehouse, buy her a drink.
Step 5: share PT shuttle ride home with girl and make out in the back seat.
WHAT DO I DO NOW!?!?!
—Desperate in Davis

Got a huge crush on the kid in the sandwich line at Ray? Write to Tiffany &Earl!
Send
your emials to: AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo.com

said. “As in, no more cake.”
“I realize this,” he said. “Eat it be
fore I change my mind.”
So I followed his instructions, but the
whole incident made me think. I imag
ined my father peacefully starting to en
joy the last piece of tasty chocolate cake.
Then his ungrateful daughter marching
down the stairs, upsetting everything be
tween the food and the atmosphere, and
he just handed over the last piece of cake
to her, without thinking twice.
I told my dad I didn’t think I’d ever
be selfless to the point where I could give
up the last piece of cake.
“It’s no big deal, really Ali,” he said.
“You learn to sacrifice for your children.”
“But this isn’t a necessary sacrifice,
Dad. I would have lived without the
cake.”
“Parents just do things for their chil
dren. It’s their job.”
“But how do you know when you’ve
crossed the line and started to spoil me?”
“Because I know. It’s not like you
came down thrashing around looking for
diamonds.”
“I guess so.”
“Just eat the cake,” he said. He patted
me on the head and I sat down next to
him. We talked for awhile—1 said some
stupid things, he laughed at them, then
he said some wiser things, and 1 pro
cessed them. When the cake was fin
ished, we both felt complete and went to
bed.
So I guess in the end (my conclusion,
if you will), the whole child-bearing pro
cess doesn’t have to be as difficult as pre
viously imagined. I mean, I’m sure it will
be, and when I actually have children 1
will look back on these words (if I am in
the habit of re-reading my old Cowl sto
ries when I’m 40, that is) and shake my
head at how naive 1 was.
But for now, I guess I can live with
knowing that my parents are better people
than I, and having children probably
played a role in that (I hope?) and vice
versa. So really, it seems like this whole
having children thing
might actually have
been a pretty good
idea, for everyone.

Dear Desperate,
Finally I can agree with something
Tiffany said—the blonde girl is hot. But,
Desperate, there is no problem greater
than the lack of Pop-Up Videos and you
are foolish for making such a brash claim.
I have no idea what the hell a table tent
is. But the next time you feel like a loser
sitting alone, I respond with don't sit. If
you get your meal and eat it in line while
getting more food or hang out by the
salad bar, no one will assume that you
are alone. Plus, the salad bar is a great
location to park yourself, because you
can meet all ofthe health conscious girls.
It’s now that you must stop acting as the
effeminate campus-concerned boy, and
will be seen as the renegade rebel
MAN—who hangs by the salad bar.
With this new persona comes the sec
ond phase of my advice: adjust your steps
to getting girls. I assume that you are ei
ther a transfer student or a Dungeons and
Dragons enthusiast, because Step 1 is not
meet girl at Coffeehouse. Step 1 should
be your Step 5— making out. While
we’re at it, why wait until the Shuttle?
Women like spontaneity and having oth
ers want what they have. So initiate your
new Step 1 by making out in PT. Not only
will she be turned on, but she’ll feel pow
erful because other girls will be envious
of her and the Salad Bar Rebel-Renegade
Man. It will make her want you more.
Damn, I’m good. Earl

JRW
101

* DO mark your calendar for^
the weekend or, better yet, put
a countdown in your profile.
* DON’T plan anything for the
weekend before and days lead
ing up to JRW, in case you need
to make an emergency trip to
Providence Place.

DO realize that Club Night
will always be one of the best
nights of your college career.
* DON’T be disappointed that
the rest of the weekend doesn’t
quite live up to the fun of Club
Night.

YOUR
PROFESSORS:
TRACY
DONADIO ’06,
PHOTO EDITOR
&
CHRISTINE
BAGLEY ’06,
MANAGING
EDITOR

Ok, so the
long-awaited,
highly-anticipated

* DO find a date that you
know you will have a
blast with (no pressure,
no strings attached).
* DON’T he afraid to go
stag* or with a group of
friends—
as long as you go!
* DO host an
early afternoon
cocktail party
before the night
festivities begin.
'■ DON’T attempt
to put on your
makeup or knot
your tie after
you’ve attended
that
cocktail
party.
J

* DO take note that detox consists of walking through
Peterson gym, grabbing a slice of pizza, and boarding the
bus in about three minutes.
x
* DON’T get hostile when the bus rides to the secret
locations take longer than you would like.

* DO take

•■DO relax and

enjoy JRW.

* DON’T even

note that the
line in the
men’s rest
room is five
times shorter
than the
women’s.

* DO take tons of pictures (and make
sure to charge your camera batteries.)
* DON’T be surprised when you don’t
remember being in, or taking half, of
the pictures you develop at the end of
the weekend.

You’ve tried on your
dress or club wear
multiple times

* DO
attempt to do
request
homework or several cheesy
anything
to be
productive all songs
played.
weekend.
* DON’T
be a
wallflower all
night!

during mini-fashion
shows in your dorm.
You’ve hounded the
Core kids when

* DO submit photos for the slideshow.
* DON’T blink during the slideshow. You will miss your two second cameo shuffled
among every documented moment of the slideshow editor’s PC existence.

JRW weekend
days away.

is

they’re tipsy al
Brad’s to tell you the
Location of Club
Night.

We’ve put together a
list of helpful tips
that will MAKE,

not BREAK
weekend.

* DO take advantage of the fact
that your shiny, new JRW
wristband makes you 21 for the
weekend.
* DON’T be that guy or girl who
passes out in the coat pile.

* DON’T be

afraid to use
this knowledge
to your
advantage.

* DO attend brunch in Peterson
and pick up some free gifts.
* DON’T be disappointed when you
realize that it’s just Ray food in a
different location.

* DO SMILE AT THE
X
PHOTOGRAPHER, WHO IS
FILMING ALL WEEKEND.
* DON’T FORGET THAT THE
CAMERA DOESN’T LIE JUST BE
CAUSE YOU DON’T
REMEMBER IT DOESN’T MEAN
IT DIDN’T HAPPEN.
.

your

After all, we
remember EVERY

SINGLE SECOND of
the weekend . . .
from the pictures at
least.

* You have no voice at the end of the three
days because you were yelling, ’I love JRW’ to
everyone ybu encountered all weekend.
* You are still hoping to be asked to JRW as a
Senior.
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Poetry Corner
“Ordering a man to write a poem is like commanding a pregnant woman
to give birth to a red-headed child.”
Carl Sandburg

“To Patrick”

Late August
by

Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff

by

I don’t see your music books anymore, Patrick.
Where have they all gone?
I don’t wake up to that sound anymore—
it is starting to have an effect.
It is starting to become a problem.
You can lose touch very easily, it
doesn’t develop in slow stages,
like a paperback novel.
I think I’ve lost touch with you and
it’s been but a couple of months.
Only you could make me feel like that,
Only you could catch me that far
off guard.
I wish I could tell you this some other time,
but my moment of weakness has arrived.
How do you pick it up that fast?
How do you see the melodies before
they’ve been played out?
Don’t they bounce back in your face
like the bounce under the floor boards?
Oh, 1 miss the hollow chimes
coming from the house.

Ashley Laferriere ’06
Portfolio Staff

Winter is a dullness.
An emptiness.
A cold place to store the solitary
Expanses of the mind.
And we are fooled by spring.
With its youth.
With its brilliant shock of sudden leaves.
And by summer most of all,
Which deepens to a hot wide drawl,
Where most of life is kept
In the sweat of this plaie.
But fall with its frailty whispers secrets.
Through the last life celebration of garnet and gold,
It ripens the apple.
It sneaks a call into the wind of late August—
Summer does not last forever.
We are suddenly sobered,
By the angular light.
By the chill in the air,
By fall’s crisp sense of wisdom.

1’11 tell you right now Patrick,
my voice is ragged and flat and
your piano sprinkles holy water
all over our yard.
I guess I always took it for granted,
that’s why I’m paying for it now, 1 treated
beauty with disregard.
You can call me Cain, or
let the dogs sleep their lives away.
It doesn’t change what I’ve done to you
compared to what you’ve done for me.
It’s just that I miss it, that’s all
and you may find that hard to believe.

So I know you’re in your tower,
connecting one sound to another
and I know you’re happy and
1 know you’re proud—you should be.
You knew the music, you knew
the fury, you knew what this family needed,
a lot more than me.

TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Writer’s Block
Erin KellV’06
Portfolio Staff

by

You drive me crazy,
Swirling, like gusts of 30+
In crackling autumn trees
1 can’t write my paper now
The leaves are rustling too loud
And I’d rather contemplate you
Oh, and if you only knew
How late 1 stay up
Stay up waiting, pouring
Soft music in my ears, banging
Hard letters off my fingers

Falling in love should be harder
From this far away
My paper can wait till tomorrow
If you want to talk now
And I bet you’d look really cute
In a hooded sweatshirt
With your hands in your pockets

KEVIN TASSINI ’06/Thc Cowl

Nice
knowing
you
by

Katie Hughes ’06
Portfolio Staff

“Be nice.” How many times have we
heard that phrase—probably hundreds if
not more. When we were younger, “be
ing nice” consisted of sharing toys with
our siblings, giving cousESSAYl *ns ar|d godparents hugs
■ and kisses even when we’d
rather not, and keeping our
hands to ourselves when every fiber of
our being wanted to lash out and steal
the remote control away from its current
user. I suppose that during this time, “be
ing nice” was important, but I argue that
the time to “be nice” has come to an end.
I’m not suggesting we become disre
spectful, poorly behaved, and insulting.
1 just don’t think the word “nice” should
be used. It now seems like an empty qual
ity reserved for times when we can’t think
of something better to say about a mildly
decent person. Phrases like, “Oh he’s a
nice guy,” or “She’s so nice,” mean ab
solutely nothing if they are not qualified
by further adjectives and examples.
Those who embrace the label of
“nice” like to keep everyone happy. They
don’t like to rock the boat. Submissive
passivity comes to mind. You end up be
ing walked all over like a doormat be
cause you’re so “nice.” You become
underappreciated, overused, mildly tol
erated but not valued. All because you
followed the advice of your Mom and
Dad to “play nice.” (Not to mention the
fact that our parents used an adjective to
qualify a verb instead of an adverb.)
Niceness also seems like a selfish tac
tic used to get what you want. You think,
“If I am nice to Suzy, then she’ll invite
me to her birthday party where Jimmy
will be.” Now the only reason I am be
ing “nice” is to use Suzy to get to Jimmy.
That doesn’t seem “nice” at all. If we
“play nice” (see: by the rules) then we
can exploit what we want out of the situ
ation. “Nice,” then becomes a euphemism
for lying. We are often “nice” to people
when we think being honest will hurt
them. “Oh that sweater looks lovely,” you
say. (Even though you’re thinking that the
sweater in question reminds you of a
wallpaper pattern that just threw up on a
Spin-Art.)
Honesty seems like the choice for the
humorists out there. There is nothing fun
nier than an honest observation coupled
with a metaphor or a simile (see above
“Spin-Art” example). Of course, there is
no need for being brutal and hypercriti
cal with one’s honesty, nor is the inten
tion for honesty to be used out of mali
ciousness either.
If you insist on using the word “nice”
in descriptions of yourself and others,
then I beg you to define it before you do
so. It just seems like a wishy-washy word
with little to no substance. If you can
strongly define it and find a proper use
for it, then please do.
As for me, I am making attempts and
strides away from “nice,” in favor of a
more appropriate, and oftentimes-humorous, replacement of honesty. If there are
any problems, feel free to call my mother
and tell her that 1 am not “playing nice.”
That would be nice.

And what do you want to do?
I’d ask.
/ askedfirst,
you’d say.

And we’d go on like that
Every windy autumn day
Yes ...
Isn’t it pretty to think so?
www.humandoomiat.coin

Roving Photographers
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What are you going to
be for Halloween ?

“A ninja.”
Melissa Zywocinski ’06

“A referee.”
Mike Wipper ’09

“An exorcist.”
Kevin Briere ’06

“Subzero from Mortal Combat.”
Joe Anistranski ’08

“Link from Zelda.”
Mike Halloran ’08

Al and Tipper already in costume
“Your average Republican.”

Sports
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Annie Nemeth

Tyler Sims

Women’s Swimming
Junior - Pittsburgh, Pa.
Nemeth led the Women’s Swimming and
Diving team to victory in their season
opener versus Fairfield on Saturday. She
took first in both the 200-meter
individual medley (2:31.57) as well as
the 100-meter breaststroke (1:18.21).

Men’s Ice Hockey
Sophomore - Fort Worth, Tx.
Sims became the first netminder in PC
Hockey history to record back-to-back
shutouts this weekend. He made 43 saves
combined in 3-0 and 4-0 wins over
UMass-Lowell, and earned Hockey East
Player of the Week honors in the process.

Scores

Schedules

Friday 10/21

Women’s Soccer vs. Pittsburgh
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass Lowell

Friday 10/28

L, 1-0
W,3-0

Saturday 10/22

Men’s Soccer at West Virginia
Men’s Swimming & Diving vs. Fairfield
Women’s Swimming & Diving vs. Fairfield
Volleyball vs. Quinnipiac
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Colgate
Men’s Hockey at UMass Lowell
Women’s Tennis at ITA Regionals

L, 1-0
W, 123-113
W, 138-105
L,3-2
T, 1-1 (OT)
W,4-0
Indv. Results

Sunday 10/23

12:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Saturday 10/29

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Field Hockey at Connecticut
Men’s Soccer at Pittsburgh
Women’s Ice Hockey at Northeastern
Men’s Hockey at Boston College
Sunday 10/30

L,3-0
W,4-l
L, 4-1

Women’s Soccer vs. West Virginia
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Colgate
Field Hockey at Villanova

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country
at Big East Championships (Bronx, N.Y.)
Men’s and Women’s Swimming
and Diving at Loyola
Men’s Hockey at Merrimack

2:00 p.m.

Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Northeastern
Monday 10/31

1:00 p.m.

Men’s Soccer vs. Marquette

Tuesday 10/25

Cancelled

Men’s Soccer vs. Harvard
Wednesday 10/26

Men’s and Women’s Swimming
and Diving at Rhode Island

W,2-l
W, 3-0

Women’s Soccer at Brown
Volleyball at Quinnipiac

Tuesday 11/1

6:00 p.m.

Standings
Men’s Basketball Big East Preseason Coaches Poll

TEAM

PTS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

215
213
192
181
175
152
130
128

Villanova (9)
Connecticut (7)
Louisville
Syracuse
West Virginia
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Notre Dame

TEAM

PTS.

9. Cincinnati
10. St. John’s
11. DePaul
12. Marquette

127
79
76
73

13. Providence

68

14. Rutgers
15. Seton Hall
16. South Florida

53
35
23

Men’s Hocke y East Conference Standings 10/24/05

Team
Providence

W
2

L
0

T
0

Points
4

Boston University
Boston College
Northeastern
Maine
Vermont
Merrimack
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
UMass-Lowell

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

GF

7
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

GA
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
10
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FACE OFF
Against DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

Come out for a day of
hockey to benefit a
great cause
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30?
2005, 2pm
SCHNEIDER ARENA
DONATIONS OF MONEY AND/
OR OLD CELLPHONES WILL
BE ACCEPTED TO BENEFIT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS
Great cause, great hockey,
chuck-a-puck and prizes too!
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Sweep: PC now Friars: First win
atop Hockey East versus Colgate
continued from back page

continued from back page

And while PC will keep its nose to
the grindstone, the players admit that it’s
nice to peek at the standings.
“It’s awesome,” Sims said. “Anytime
you’re at the top of the standings in this
league it’s great. We’ve got to keep it
up, keep the pressure on. I have confi
dence in these guys, and they have con
fidence in me. I think we’re still getting
better.”
One thing that is certainly helping the
Friars is the fact that the team is closeknit.

us,” she added.
The win was also head coach Bob
Deraney’s 125th as bench boss of the
Friars. It improved the Friars’ record to
1-1-I on the season (0-1-0 in Hockey
East contests) heading into a key homeand-home series with Hockey East rival
Northeastern next weekend.
Laffin felt good about the team’s per
formance, and showed optimism for the
future that was echoed by the entire team.
“I think for the amount of underclass
men we have, we’ve done really well so
far, and set the bar pretty high for the
rest of the season. A lot is expected of
us, and we’re ready to go. We’re excited.
We’ve got a win under our belt, and we’ 11
be prepared for this weekend,” she said.
Providence will travel to Northeast
ern on Saturday, Oct. 29, fora 2:00 p.m.
match-up with the Huskies, then will re
turn home for Sunday’s match-up, also
at 2:00 p.m.

I thought the student
support was great; they
were loud and energetic.
It really energized us in
the third period. Our team
really fed off of it.
Tim Army,
Head Coach
“People look forward to practice,”
McDonald said. “Guys like to hang out
with each other too.”
“I like the progress, the mood, the to
getherness,” Army added.
Army pointed out that the Friars’ suc
cess at home was partly a result of the
student efforts. A new group of fans,
dubbing themselves “Tim’s Army” after
the new coach, joined the crowd on Fri
day. Many were dressed in camouflage
style helmets adorned with Friar Logos.
“I got a good chuckle out of it,” Army
said. “1 thought the student support was
great; they were loud and energetic. It
really energized us in the third period.
Our team really fed off of it.”
“We couldn’t have asked for anything
better from the students,” McDonald
added.

PC: Now 4-11-2
continued from back page
to cap off their season in style. Despite
being outshot 24-11, PC came away with
the win courtesy of goals from freshman
Kelly Pettersen (her team-high third of
the season) and Erin Mastrodonato. The
win should certainly give the Friars
something to build on as they look to the
future.
A season’s worth of hard lessons was
over. For the PC women’s soccer team
members, their 2005 season brought
more tricks than treats; and keeping in
the fall spirit, their campaign this year
could be viewed as sort of their first of
ficial Halloween: a small step toward
later years when the older, wiser kids
cleaned up in their neighborhoods.
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Anti-climactic weekend for Women’s Soccer
by

Rich Slate ’06
Sports Staff

Frustration, disappointment, aggrava
tion: just how many ways can you ex
press these all too-common themes for
the PC women’s soccer team in the 2005
> season? During a seaWOMEN’S ! son full of bumps and
SOCCER I bruises along the rough
' path known as the Big
East conference, the Friars mercifully
had their final two conference games
over the weekend. For the young Friars,
it was a difficult last chapter, as they lost
1-0 to Pittsburgh at home on Friday and
3-0 to nationally ranked No. 18 West Vir
ginia on Saturday. However, a 2-1 win
over crosstown rival Brown meant that
PC’s season finished on a high note.
Those who have watched the team
throughout the season would agree that
the mostly unfavorable results are not a
product of desire or effort on the part of
the Friars; rather, the lack of scoring
punch (only 14 goals in 18 games) and
the absence of any luck whatsoever have
been the main culprits of this season.
Brighter days lay surely ahead for the
players and their coaches. Things on the
whole are on the up and up for the pro
gram. This incredibly young team (three
seniors, one regular player graduating)
just experienced its first season under a
new head coach. While Jim McGirr’s
dream of his first season as Providence
head coach probably did not resemble
this current reality, Friar fans must have
the patience to let McGirr work—to get
his recruits in here while also teaching
his players his system year-round. We
live in a world of instant gratification,
but the Friars have to put in time and oldfashioned hard-work to turn their for
tunes around.
If Providence had defeated Pitts
burgh, it would have meant a win against
West Virginia would have possibly pro
pelled them to the Big East tournament

*

JSHER 07/Hie Cowl

Sophomore goalie Laura Elfers appeared for tin
is season over
the weekend, replacing injured classmate Ashley Fedyshyn. Elfers recorded
19 saves combined against Pittsburgh and West Virginia.

this upcoming weekend. All those ques
tions however were answered for them
on Friday, rendering Sunday—senior
day—a game played simply for pride. To
make matters worse, PC headed into the
weekend without the services of its start
ing goalkeeper sophomore Ashley
Fedyshyn, who missed both games due
to an injury. Sophomore goalkeeper
Laura Elfers stepped in and played well
in both games, but it wasn’t enough for
the Friars.
The Pittsburgh Panthers came to town
with a 3-9-3 overall and 2-5-2 confer
ence record, both similar to PC, and the
game was decided by one goal. The first
great opportunity of the game came for
PC in the 24th minute, as freshman full
back Christie Gent played a free-kick to
teammate Amanda Klane and the sopho
more midfielder sent a header just wide

of the Panthers goal. Pittsburgh’s best
chance came with 30 seconds left as
Elfers punched a free-kick over her bar,
a great save on a shot destined to drop in
the net. The first half ended scoreless,
as the Friars controlled possession but
only in their defensive third and the
midfield.
The turning point in the game should
have been in the 65th minute, as fresh
man forward Kelly Pettersen carried the
ball down the right side of the Panthers’
box before perfectly crossing a pass on
the ground to sophomore midfielder
Ashley Amaral who one-timed it off the
post and back into play, where Pittsburgh
cleared it from danger. Another great
chance for PC came four minutes later,
when freshman fullback Megan
Mancarella’s header came back off the
crossbar.

In the 73rd minute, the game’s only
goal was scored by Pittsburgh on a bro
ken play in PC’s box, as Elfers made the
initial save but could not stop the sec
ond shot off the rebound. The Panthers
ended up outshooting the Friars 17-11.
Elfers had a career-high 10 saves in the
loss.
The bitter loss on Friday, coupled with
the terrible weekend weather, which led
to poor field conditions, made fora pretty
subdued final home match versus West
Virginia on Sunday. The Mountaineers
had much to play for, as they jockeyed
for seeding position in the upcoming Big
East tournament. PC gave a valiant ef
fort for the full 90 minutes, but there was
not much they could do to stop the im
pressive Mountaineers.
In the 24th minute, Klane cleared the
ball off the line to save a goal for the
time being. The Mountaineers eventu
ally broke the deadlock in the 38th
minute, as they scored on a header off a
loose ball in PC’s defensive zone. Elfers
made a pretty save in the 40th minute,
diving to save a shot from outside the
area.
The last half of home soccer for the
Friars contained no magic, as West Vir
ginia scored twice more to put the game
away. The goal in the 49th minute came
off a quick pass for the Mountaineers as
a midfielder forthem collected the pass
and one-timed the shot off Elfers’ hands,
off the crossbar and down over the line.
The scoring was capped in the 64th
minute as the same midfielder finished
from the corner of the box. PC senior
goalkeeper Caitlin Pickul entered the
game with 13:36 left and recorded one
save in her final home game as a Friar.
PC fought to the last whistle as evidenced
by their pristine white uniforms being
mud-brown by the end of the match, but
it was to no avail.
Wednesday’s win allowed the Friars
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Friars Update
A recap of the week in Providence sports

Field Hockey falls 4-1 to Big East
powerhouse
The Providence College Women’s
Field Hockey team lost 4-1 on Sunday,
Oct. 24, at nationally-ranked No. 17
Villanova. The loss dropped PC’s record
to 6-12 overall and 1-3 in Big East play.
The Wildcats grabbed a 2-0 first half
lead thanks to a pair of penalty strokes
in a span of just over two minutes.
Villanova would extend its lead to 4-0
early in the second half before junior
Emily Ewens scored PC’s lone goal in
the 59th minute. Ewens’ goal tied her
with sophomore Abby Maguire for the
team lead in goals with nine.
Freshman goaltender Stephanie
Scavelli had four saves for the Friars in
the effort. The Friars made six shots on
goal for the day.
The team wraps up the regular sea
son this Saturday, Oct. 29 at nationally
ranked No. 12 University of Connecti
cut, a game in which the Friars have the
opportunity to play the role of spoiler. A
win for UConn will give the Huskies a
share of the Big East regular season title,
but if PC wins, Villanova will stand alone
in first place.
Volleyball splits pair with Quinnipiac
The Friars finished off their home
schedule on Saturday with a 3-2 loss to
Quinnipiac University to fall to 4-22 on
the season. Both of the captains had solid

games on Senior Day. Annie Fiorvanti
recorded 42 assists and 12 digs and
Allison Baker added 22 kills and 17 digs.
The women started out the match
strong by taking two of the first three
games, but couldn’t hold on for the win.
The freshmen on the team also had a
great day, withNonie Ferguson, Jeanette
Toney, and Amanda Little all contribut
ing to the scoring.
Travelling to Hamden, Conn., on
Wednesday for a rematch with
Quinnipiac, the Friars hoped to salvage
one of their three matches against the
Bobcats this season—and they were suc
cessful in their efforts, avenging their
earlier defeats with a 3-0 victory.
The usual suspects led the way for the
Friars, with Fiorvanti amassing 11 kills
and 29 assists, freshman Aida Cadres
recording 13 kills, and LitfiiTbtalling 25
digs.
The Friars will travel to North Caro
lina to participate in the Gardner-Webb
Tournament the weekend of Nov. 4.

Swimming and Diving teams open
with wins
This weekend, the Men’s and
Women’s Swimming and Diving teams
opened their seasons with wins at home
against Fairfield University.
The Friar women finished with a
score of 138 to Fairfield’s 105. Junior
Annie Nemeth won both the 200-meter
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individual medley and the 100-meter
breaststroke. She was also an important
factor in the women’s victory in the 400meter relay. Junior Katelyn Flynn, fresh
man Blair Flynn, and sophomore Emily
Corcoran rounded out the relay squad.
Both of the Flynns went on to win other
events, with Blair taking the 100-meter
backstroke and Katelyn finishing first in
the 400-meter freestyle.
For the men, who beat Fairfield 123133, senior captains Frank LaMonaca
and Seth Brockman each took two events
and figured in the 400-meter freestyle
relay victory. Junior Andrew Zyckoff
won both the 200-meter individual med
ley and the 100-meter breaststroke while
aiding the relay winners as well. Sopho
more Tom McLaughlin rounded off the
relay squad.
Both the men’s and women’s teams
will next suit up for a meet this Friday,
Oct. 28, at Loyola in Baltimore, Md.
Women’s Tennis wraps up fall season
The fall portion of the Women’s Ten
nis team’s season ended this weekend
with the Wilson/ITA Eastern Regional
Championships at the Military Academy
in West Point, N.Y. The only team mem
bers to travel to this match were senior
Sara Bitetti and junior Jennifer Daigle.
Daigle lost 2-6, 4-6 to a player from
Siena College in N.Y. Unfortunately,
Daigle and Bitetti did not fare any better
in the doubles competition. They were
defeated 8-3 by a duo from Boston Col
lege and did not advance.
The Friars have plenty of time to work
and prepare for their next match, which
will be the Albany Doubles Winter Fes
tival on Jan. 28,2006. They will go into
that competition with this fall’s 2-1

record carrying over.
Young guns shine in Mai Brown
Scrimmage
Last Friday, the Providence College
Men’s Basketball team played the
intrasquad Mai Brown Scrimmage as
their first game of the 2005-06 season.
The players divided into the black and
white teams for the shortened game in
Alumni Hall, with the black shirts win
ning 38-34.
The leader scorer for the victorious
black team was freshman Jonathan Kale,
who recorded ten points. Senior Donnie
McGrath helped the team with eight
points, including two three-pointers.
Freshmen guard Sharaud Curry and for
ward Geoff McDermott added seven and
six points respectively. Sophomore for
ward Charles Burch rounded out the
black team’s effort with seven points of
his own.
Sophomore Randall Hanke’s 14
points were crucial to the white team’s
effort. He led his team in scoring and
also chipped in six rebounds. Junior for
ward Herb Hill matched Hanke’s re
bound total and added ten points. Sopho
more forward DeSean White put together
the most well-rounded line of the
evening, tallying six points, six assists,
and four rebounds. \
The first real test for the Friars in the
post-Ryan Gomes era will be their first
exhibition game of the year at the Dunkin
Donuts Center on Nov. 5 against Laval
University. The Friars do not begin the
regular season until Nov. 21, when they
host reigning America East champs Ver
mont.

—compiled by Erin Redihan ’08

CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break

Help Wanted

For Rent

Apartments for rent
Many 3-12 bed recently
renovated apartments and
houses available. Houses
on Oakland, Pembroke,
Eaton, Pinehurst, and
Tyndall. Many have new
baths, hardwoods, parking,
and laundry. Some avail
able with phone, cable, and
Spring Break 2006.
Looking for flexibility?
high speed internet jacks in
Travel with STS,
Baby-sit for children in their every room.
America’s # 1 Student
own homes when your sched Call 952-0966 for details.
Tour Operator to Jamaica, ule permits. Earn $ll+/hr.
Cancun, Acapulco, Baha If you have at least two full Appreciate a more upscale
environment that has extra
weekdays open, childcare
mas and Florida. Now
something you have been
experience,
hiring on-campus reps.
looking for.? Now offer
Call for group discounts. references, and a car, we’d
ing upscale apartments
Information/Reservations love to talk.
from traditional layouts to
800-688-4697 ext.111
1-800-648-4849 or
loft and two floor
www.ststravel.com
Parents in a Pinch, Inc.
townhouses, with Jacuzzi
www.parentsinapinch.com
bathrooms, stainless cus
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! 5 Days From $299! tom kitchens, wireless
internet, plus much more.
Includes Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties!
All right here in the
Cancun, Acapulcc, Jamaica From $499!
Campus Reps Needed!
Pinehurst-Pembroke area.
Owned and operated by
PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
PC alumni. For more
info, call 401-301-6274
1-800-678-6386

For Rent

Apartment for Rent!

Pembroke Ave near PC
2nd and 3rd floors
3 Large Bedrooms, new
kitchen appliances, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
new gas baseboard heat,
and gas hot water, new
bathrooms. Secure area
with lighted parking.
$ 1,200.00 per month
Call 274-7763
Money For College

The Army is currently
offering sizeable bo
nuses of up to $20,000.
In addition to the cash
bonuses, you may
qualify for up to
$70,000 for college
through the Montgom
ery GI Bill and Army
College Fund. Or you
could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying
student loans through
the Army’s Loan Re
payment Program. To
find out more, call
(401)-831-6970.
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Win and tie preps Friars for Hockey East play
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

After opening the regular season with
a 3-1 defeat at the University of Con
necticut, the Providence College
Women’s Hockey Team knew it needed
; to step up last weekend
WOMEN’S i in two non-league
HOCKEY j games with Colgate.
■ The weekend served as
both a tune-up and a barometer for the
Friars, before they return to Hockey East
action this weekend with a home-andhome set against Northeastern.
The first game was a Saturday after
noon contest at the Friars’ own Schneider
Arena. Despite a barrage of offense that
saw the Friars register 45 shots on goal,
Providence was only able to score once,
as the teams skated to a 1-1 tie. In fact,
neither team was able to score at even
strength, as both goals were power-play
tallies.
Colgate got on the board first, with a
power play goal early in the second.
Providence knotted things early in the
third, as one of the team’s most prolific
scorers, junior Sonny Watrous, took ad
vantage of a power play and beat the
Colgate netminder to even the score at
1-1. Freshman defenseman Erin
Normore recorded her first collegiate
point by assisting on the tally.
Scored just 43 seconds into the third,
the goal gave Providence an enormous
shot of adrenaline as the Friars went on
to post a whopping 19 shots in the pe
riod—as many as Colgate registered in
the entire game. But despite the on
slaught and four shots in overtime,
Colgate held on for the tie despite being
noticeably outplayed. Meanwhile, senior
netminder Jana Bugden held Colgate at
bay with some quality play between the
pipes in the Friars’ own end, posting 18
saves in the contest.
The Friars were content with the tie,

but hungry for their first win of the young
season. That would come on Sunday af
ternoon.
Facing the same Colgate team, Provi
dence coasted to a fundamentally solid
4-1 victory in front of the home crowd.
In the first period, Bugden shut down the
Colgate offense with 12 saves, but de
spite several quality scoring chances—
including a point shot by sophomore
defenseman Caitlin Malboeuf that nearly
trickled home after being mishandled—
Providence was unable to bury the puck
in the first 19 minutes of the period.
That changed when a Colgate
defenseman was whistled for hooking.
Providence quickly capitalized, as the
rebound of junior defenseman Kristin
Gigliotti’s point shot came right to the
stick of senior Katelynn Laffin, who
calmly fired the puck home for her first
goal of the season. Sophomore
defenseman Kathleen Smith also assisted
on the power play goal.
The second stanza proved to be a dis
play of defense, as neither team was able
to score. Bugden made 10 saves in the
period, running her total to 22. She
would go on to finish with 31.
“1 felt confident,” Bugden said of her
performance. “The team played well in
front of me, and the defense really com
municated well and gave our team a
chance to win.”
Providence started to pull away in the
third, as Watrous scored her second goal
of the season, another power play score.
After receiving a pass from Normore,
junior Karen Thatcher fired a centering
pass to Watrous, who tipped the puck
behind Wheeler for a 2-0 lead at the mid
point of the third. Watrous was pleased
with her two goals on the weekend.
“Early in the season, you just want to
get your feet under you and get your
hands back. 1 feel like everything’s start
ing to come together. We just had to
shoot and send people to crash the net
for rebounds,” she said.
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Senior Katelyn Laffin scored twice in PC’s 4-1 win over Colgate on Sunday,
which upped the Friars’ record to 1-1-1 on the season. Laffin and junior
Sonny Watrous currently share the team lead in goals with two apiece.
“I’m glad to get a couple points un
Just 2:50 later, Providence expanded
the lead to 3-1. With Providence short- der my belt,” Laffin said of her perfor
handed, Thatcher picked up a loose puck mance on Sunday. “In the past I’ve been
in the neutral zone with a full head of pretty slow to get going, so this was a
steam and raced in with Watrous on a 2- good jump start for me.”
After the game, Watrous offered her
on-1. Thatcher’s original shot and
Watrous’s rebound were both stopped by thoughts on the Friars’ improved play.
“I think we were a lot more prepared,”
Wheeler, but Thatcher found the puck
and flicked it into the twine before she said. “A week of preparation in prac
Wheeler could recover. The shorthanded tice makes a big difference early in the
tally was Thatcher’s first of the season.
season. We earned our wins though hard
Colgate would get on the board with work. Their goalie was really solid, and
a rebound goal on the power play at we won by just grinding it out in the end.”
17:43 of the third, but Providence an
Bugden agreed.
swered right back as Laffin notched her
“We had a solid game. We kept work
second goal of the game, an even strength ing hard and started putting the puck in
goal assisted by sophomore Kelli Doolin. the net. And then we held on at the end.
Oddly enough, it was the only even Things are starting to come together for
strength goal recorded by either team
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during the weekend.
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Sims, Friars blank Lowell in weekend sweep
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s
Hockey Team did something never done
before in team history—they recorded
back-to-back shutouts with the same
goalie. The Friars re
MEN’S corded 3-0 and 4-0 victo
HOCKEY ries against UMassLowell last weekend, and
the stellar play of sophomore netminder
Tyler Sims earned him Hockey East
Player and Defensive Player of the week.
“It was great. Any type of record is
great It’s a dream come true,” Sims said.
Last weekend’s victories are a testa
ment to the Friars’ new strategy. The
new, more aggressive approach earned
them their first two wins of the season
and catapulted them to the top of the
Hockey East standings with a 2-0 record.
The results stood as evidence that PC’s
play was much improved from the pre
vious weekend.
“We were more efficient,” Head
Coach Tim Army said. “We capitalized
on more opportunities.”
“We did much better,” said Sims,
echoing his coach’s sentiments. “The
shutouts are a reflection of the whole
team.”
Friday’s game was a fast-paced de
fensive battle, and was scoreless going
into the third period. The Friars, who
the week before were unsuccessful kill
ing penalties, were perfect on Friday, not
allowing a goal on all nine penalties.
“Our penalty kill was a lot better,”
said Army. “It took some time for us to
find the right pairs.”
Almost five minutes into the third, the
Friars finally broke the deadlock. Tak
ing a pass from freshman center Kyle
Laughlin, junior right wing Colin
McDonald burst through the neutral zone

as part of a two-on-one odd-man rush,
and netted his first goal of the season in
some style, firing top-shelf from inside
the left faceoff circle to score what would
prove to be the game-winner.
“The goal came at a great time,” re
marked McDonald. “We were playing
well at the time.”
Junior center Chase Watson added the
Friars’ second goal midway through the
period, pouncing on a loose puck in front
of the net to double the Friars’ advan
tage. Sophomore Jon Rheault sealed the
game with an empty net goal in the final
minute to give the Friars a 3-0 win in
their Hockey East opener.
Saturday’s game was again an early
defensive struggle. The game remained
scoreless until early in the second period,
when McDonald came through again for
the Friars, scoring to give PC a 1-0 lead.
The score remained the same
throughout the second, but the floodgates
opened in the third and final period. Jun
ior right wing Jaime Carroll and left wing
Torry Gajda both tallied in the opening
five minutes of the third period to ex
tend the Friars’ lead, and defenseman
Cody Wild added a goal with less than
seven minutes remaining.
The 4-0 final gave the Friars the
weekend sweep against a strong, expe
rienced Lowell team.
“For us to sweep, it’s great,” said
McDonald. “Not many predicted a win
Saturday, but we did it.”
PC’s victories show the progress the
team is making under new Coach Tun
Army. But despite their success this
weekend, the Friars know they cannot
be complacent.
“We played well this weekend,” said
McDonald, “We’ve got to keep it going
though.”
And they’re going to have to keep it
going on the road, as the Friars do not
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Sophomore Tyler Sims became the first goalie in Providence history to
record back-to-back shutouts over the weekend. After surrendering 10 goals
the previous weekend, the PC defense held strong against Lowell.

return home until a Nov. 4 contest with
Massachusetts. This weekend they’ll
travel to Merrimack on Friday and then
play nationally-ranked No. 8 Boston
College on Saturday.
“Playing on the road is a big chal
lenge,” said Army. “We need to over
come their intensity.”
As always in the Hockey East, road
games are tough to win. The Friars must
keep the aggressive, up-tempo style that
earned them last weekend’s sweep if they

hope to do so.
“Boston College is one of the tough
est places to play in the nation,” Sims
said.
However, the Friars face Merrimack
first and know they cannot lose focus.
“We’re getting ready for Merrimack
first this week,” said Army. “We won’t
start getting ready for BC until Saturday
morning, after Merrimack.”
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Ball in PC’s court as Big East Tournament approaches
by

Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Editor

The Providence College Men’s Soc
cer team has two remaining games in its
regular season schedule to determine
whether it will clinch a coveted Big East
Tournament playoff
MEN’S
spot.
SOCCER
The Friars missed
their opportunity this
past weekend to solidify a tournament
appearance after a tough 1 -0 loss against
West Virginia. Both West Virginia and
Providence were battling for one of the
last tournament playoff spots.
“It was a very even game. [The game]
was two evenly matched teams fighting
for a guaranteed playoff spot and the
game played that way,” said Head Coach
Chaka Daley.
Although the game was a level con
test, WVU prevailed in the second half,
after possessing a slight advantage over
the Friars in the first half. The Moun
taineers scored its first and only goal
needed to assure WVU the win, off of a
half-chance 13 minutes into the second
half.
“As soon as [the Mountaineers]
scored they began to play really defen
sively,” said senior Eoin Lynch. “It was
hard to get stuff going and we startled to
finish our chances.”
Although Providence had 30 minutes
left to respond to the Mountaineers goal,
it was unable to create a real scoring
opportunity.
“We played better and we had a few
chances,” said Daley. “But there was no
real threatening chance where we de

Saturday and Marquette loses its game
this week, Providence will fill the last
tournament spot.
“It’s still a tough road ahead of us.
Nothing is easy,” said Daley. “It’s our
last opportunity to make the play-offs
and it puts a lot of value on the [last]
games.”
But a win on Saturday over Pittsburgh
would not only secure the Friars spot in
the tournament—it also means Provi
dence will not have to play Marquette
on Monday.
Providence was initially scheduled to
play Marquette on Oct. 15 but the game
was postponed due to the weather and
rescheduled for this Monday. Because
the Friars are ranked higher than both
Pitt and Marquette, if Providence wins
the match-up against Pitt, they will not
need to play Marquette on Monday be
cause there is no way Marquette could
gain enough points to surpass Providence
in its division.
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However, since Georgetown won
Senior striker Ian Wexler and the Friars failed to wrap up a spot in the Big
against Pittsburgh Wednesday afternoon,
East tourney with their 1-0 loss to West Virginia on Saturday, but they still
the highest Providence can finish in its
control their own destiny heading into this weekend’s action.
division of the Big East is sixth. The Fri
ars will have another shot at some of its
game on Wednesday afternoon at Big East rivals, where contests ended in
served to win.”
Providence also was scheduled to Georgetown, Pitt is out of the running a draw this season. The Big East Tour
play Harvard this past Tuesday, but due for a tourney slot
nament, which begins on Nov. 2, will be
to inclement weather PC’s last non-con“In the past we’ve had to wait for re Providence’s chance to capture the tour
ference game was cancelled. The game sults,” said Daley. “But we don’t have to nament title and surface back to the top
will not be rescheduled with upcoming worry about scenarios. We’re in control of the conference, as they were at the top
conference tournaments rapidly ap of our own destiny.”
of the Blue Division earlier in the sea
proaching.
Pitt and Marquette, Providence’s last son.
Although West Virginia was guaran two matches of the season, both remain
“We’ve lost three games in a row now
teed a playoff spot upon its victory over behind PC in Big East standings, four and we need to get back on track,” said
PC, Providence can assure itself a tour and six points respectively. But due to Lynch. “We’re still optimistic; we’ve
nament slot with a win over Pittsburgh Georgetown’s win over Pitt this week, if played with a lot of good teams in our
on Saturday. Because Pittsburgh lost its Providence wins against Pittsburgh on conference and we feel like we can play
any team in our conference.”

